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ABSTRACT 

Laboratory tests were conducted on rock core samples from nine 

core holes in the Bergstrom area of Mason, Llano, Gillespie, and 

Burnet Counties, Texa.s. The results were used to determine the 

quality and uniformity of the rock to depths of 200 feet below the 

ground surface. 

Petrographic examination indicated that the samples represented 

a very complex geologic area. Five general types of material were 

identified: red granite, light gneiss, dark gneiss, schist, and 

contact zone rock. The predominant material was red granite. 

Based on physical characteristics (specific gravity, Schmidt 

hardness, wave velocity, and compressive strength), four groups of 

material were present: poor, marginal, good, and excellent quality 

rock. Although the better quality rock is predominant, the poorer 

quality rock is scattered throughout the upper elevation, and one may 

expect to remove up to 50 feet of material in some areas before com-

petent rock is reached. 

The wide area represented by the drill holes and the complex 

nature of the material preclude assessment of the area on a hole-to-

hole basis. In general, however, the- Bergstrom area- appears- to be 

one of complex geologic nature, but one yielding physical test results 

that indicate that the area merits further study as a competent hard 

rock medium. 
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PREFACE 

This study was conducted in the Concrete Division of the U. S. 

Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES) under the sponsor

ship of the U. S. Air Force Space and Missile Systems Organization 

(SAMSO) of the Air Force Systems Command. The study was coordinated 

with CPT Rupert G. Tart, Jr., SAMSO Project Officer, and Mr. M. V. 

Anthony of TRW, Inc., Norton Air Force Base, California. The work 

was accomplished during the period May to August 1969 under the gen

eral supervision of Mr. Bryant Mather, Chief, Concrete Division, and 

under the direct supervision of Messrs. J.M. Polatty, Chief, Engi

neering Mechanics Branch, W. O. Tynes, Chief, Concrete and Rock Prop

erties Section, and K. L. Saucier, Project Officer. Mr. A. D. Buck 

was responsible for the petrography work. Mr. Saucier performed the 

majority of the program analysis and prepared this report, with the 

assistance of Mr. Buck. 

Director of the WES during the investigation and the preparation 

and publication of this report was COL Levi A. Brown, CE. Technical 

Director was Mr. F. R. Brown. 
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CONVERSION FACTORS, BRITISH TO METRIC UNITS OF MEASUREMENT 

British units of measurement used in this report can be converted to 
metric units as follows. 

Multiply By To Obtain 

inches 2.54 centimeters 

feet 0.3048 meters 

miles 1.609344 kilometers 

feet per second 0.3048 meters per second 

pounds o.45359237 kilograms 

pounds per square inch o.crro3crr kilograms (force) per square 
centimeter 

6.894757 kilonewtons per square meter 

square miles 2.58999 square kilometers 
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1.1 BACKGROUND 

CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this study was to supplement the information 

being obtained for the area evaluation study by the U. S. Air Force 

Space and Missile Systems Organization (SAMSO). It was necessary to 

determine the properties required on the specific materials for an 

analysis of the quality and uniformity of the rock. Results of tests 

on cores from the Bergstrom area of Mason, Llano, Gillespie, and 

Burnet Counties in Texas are reported herein. 

1.2 OBJECTIVE 

The objective of this investigation was to conduct laboratory 

tests on samples from areas containing hard, near-surface rock to 

determine the integrity and the mechanical behavior of the materials 

as completely as possible, analyze the data thus obtained, and report 

-the -results to appropriate users. 

1.3 SCOPE 

Laboratory tests were conducted on samples received from the 

field as indicated on the following page. Table 1.1 gives pertinent 

information on the various tests. 

Tests conducted to determine the general quality, uniformity, 
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and integrity of the rock in the area sampled were: (1) relative 

hardness (Schmidt number), (2) specific gravity, (3) porosity, 

(4) unconfined compression, (5) dynamic elastic properties, and 

(6) petrographic examination. 

Special tests conducted respectively (1) to determine the degree 

of anisotropy of the sampled rock and (2) to facilitate comparison 

of results of direct and indirect tensile tests were: (1) dynamic 

elastic properties along three mutually perpendicular axes and 

(2) tensile strength. 

1.4 SAMPLES 

Samples were received from nine holes in the Bergstrom area 

designated as BG-CR-6, -8, -10, -19, -25, -28, -32, -34, and -39. 

All samples were NX size cores (2-l/8-inch1 diameter). Test speci

mens of the required dimensions, as given in Table 1.1, were pre

pared for the individual tests. Quality and uniformity tests were 

conducted on selected specimens from all holes. ~ecial tests were 

conducted on specimens selected from the various core holes to rep

resent differences in rock type, weathering, etc. 

1 
A table of factors for converting British units of measurement to 

metric units is presented on page 7. 
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1.5 REPORT REQUIREMENTS 

The irmnediate need for the test results required that data 

reports be compiled and forwarded to the users as work was completed 

on each hole. The data reports of the individual test results are 

included herein as Appendixes A through I. 
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TABLE 1.1 SUMMARY OF TESTS 

Test Specimen Test Equipment Recording Measured Computed Properties 
Size Equipment Properties 

Relative 1 diam by Schmidt hammer Relative 
hardness 2 diam hardness 

Specific Scales Specific Density 
gravity gravity 

Indirect .440, 000-pound Tensile 
tension test machine strength 

Direct ten- 30,000-pound Tensile 
sion test machine strength 

I-' 
I-' Unconfined .440, 000-pound X-Y recorder Compressive 

compression test machine strength 

Cyclic com- .440 ,000-pound X-Y recorder Compres-sive Young's, shear, and 
press ion test machine strength bulk moduli and 

Poisson's ratio 

Elastic Pulse genera- Oscilloscope Compres- Young's, shear, and 
properties tor, amplifiers sional and bulk moduli and 

shear veloc- Poisson's ratio 
ities 

Petrographic Variable Microscopes, Appearance, 
examination X-ray diffrac- texture, and 

tion mineralogy 



2.1 SCHMIDT NmvIBER 

CHAPI'ER 2 

TEST MEI'HODS 

The Schmidt number is a measure of the relative degree of hard

ness as determined by the degree of rebound of a small mass propelled 

against a test surface. The test was conducted as suggested in 

Reference 1 (a Swiss made hammer was used) except that 8 to 12 read

ings per specimen were made. The average of these readings is the 

Schmidt number or relative hardness. The hardness is often taken as 

an approximation of rock quality, and may be correlated with other 

physical characteristics such as strength, density, and modulus. 

2.2 SPECIFIC GRAVITY 

The specific gravity of the "as-received" samples was determined 

by the loss of weight method conducted according to method CRD-C 107 

(Reference 2). A pycnometer is utilized to determine the loss of 

weight of the sample upon submergence. The specific gravity is 

equal to the weight in air divided by the loss of weight in water. 

2.3 INDIRECT TENSION 

The tensile strength was determined by the indirect method, 

commonly referred to as the tensile splitting or Brazilian method, 

in which a tensile failure stress is induced in a cylindrical test 
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specimen by ~1. compressive force applied on two diametrically opposite 

line elements of the cylindrical surface. The test was conducted 

according to method CRD-C 77 (Reference 2). 

2.4 DIRECT TENSION 

For purposes of comparison, specimens were prepared and tested 

for tensile strength according to the American Society for Testing 

and Materials (ASTM) proposed "Standard Method of Test for Direct 

Tensile Strength of Rock Core Specimens." Tensile splitting tests 

were conducted on specimens cut ad.jacent to the direct tensile test 

specimens. 

For the direct tension tests, the specimens were right circular 

cylinders, the sides of which were straight to within 0.01 inch over 

the full length of the specimen and the ends of which were parallel 

and not departing from perpendicularity to the axis of the specimen 

by more than 0.25 degree. Cylindrical metal caps were cemented to 

the ends of the specimen a..11d provided the means for apply-ing- the 

direct tensile load. The load was applied continuously by a 30,000-

pound-capacity universal testing machine and at a constant rate such 

that failure occurred within 5 to 15 minutes. 

2.5 COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH TESTS 

The unconfined and cyclic compression test specimens were pre~ 

pared accOrding to ASTM and Corps of Engineers standard method of 
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test for triaxial strength of undrained rock core specimens, CRD-C 147 

(Reference 2). Essentially, the specimens were cut with a diamond 

blade saw, and the cut surfaces were ground to a tolerance of 0.001 

inch across any diameter with a surface grinder prior to testing. 

Electrical resistance strain gages were utilized for strain measure

ments, two each in the axial (vertical) and horizontal (diametral) 

directions. Static Young's, bulk, shear, and constrained moduli were 

computed from strain measurements. Stress was applied with a 440,000-

pound-capacity universal testing machine. 

2.6 DYNAMIC PROPERTIES 

Compressional and shear wave velocities, bulk, shear, and Young's 

moduli, and Poisson's ratio were determined by the ASTM proposed 

"Standard Method of Test for Laboratory Determination of Ultrasonic 

Pulse Velocities and Elastic Constants of Rock." The method consisted 

essentially of generating a wave in the specimen with a pulse genera

tor unit and measuring, with an oscilloscope, the time required for 

the compression and shear waves to travel the length of the specimen, 

the resulting wave velocity being the distance traveled divided by 

the travel time. These compressive and shear velocities, along with 

the bulk density of the specimen, were used to compute the elastic 

properties. 

In the case of the special tests used to determine the degree of 
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anisotropy 01' the samples, compression and shear velocities were 

measured along two mutually perpendicular, diametrical (lateral) axes 

and along the longitudinal axis. This was facilitated by grinding 

four 1/2-inch-wide strips down the sides of the cylindrical surface 

at 90-degree angles and generating the compressive and shear waves 

perpendicular to these ground surfaces. 

2.7 PETROGRAPHIC EXAMINATION 

A limited petrographic examination was conducted on samples 

selected to be representative of the material from the several holes. 

The examination was limited to identifying the rock, determining 

general condition, identifying mineralogical constituents, and noting 

any unusual characteristics which may have influenced the test 

results. 

15 



CHAPI'ER 3 

QUALITY AND UNIFORMITY TEST RESULTS 

3.1 TESTS UTILIZED 

Based on past experience with tests on samples received from 

other areas (Warren, Mountain Home, Fairchild, Castle) the following 

tests were selected for use in determining the quality and uniformity 

of the Bergstrom area rock: compressional wave velocity, unconfined 

compressive strength, 3chmidt number, and specific gravity. 

Core samples from the nine holes in the Bergstrom area were pet-

rographically identified as predominately medium- to coarse-grained 

porphyritic granite. Substantial portions of the core from two holes 

were identified as fine-grained amphibolites and from one hole as 

gneissic gabbro. Scattered specimens from many of the holes con-

tained: (1) contact zones between the granites and the other type 

materials and (2) macrofractures; some open, some closed. 

Due to the many variables which influenced the testing, it was 

considered expedient to group the test results according to compres-

sive strength as given below: 

Group 

J 
2 
3 
4 

Rock 
Quality 

Poor 
Marginal 
Good 
Excellent 

16 

Compressive 
Strength 

psi 

<8,ooo 
8,ooo to i2,ooo 

12,000 to i8,ooo 
>18 000 



3.2 POOR QUALITY ROCK 

The incompetency of the poor quality rock (compressive strength 

less than 8,000 psi) was due to several factors, i.e., weathering, 

fracturing, banding, etc., as given below: 

Hole Specimen Description Specific Schmidt Compres- Compres-
No. No. (Field Log) Gravity No. sive sional 

Strength Wave 
Velocity 

psi fps 

BG-CR-6 11 Black 2.897 38.0 4,280 11,600 
schist 

BG-CR-8 1 Weathered 2.618 26.9 2,640 4,860 
granite 

BG-CR-8 2 Fractured 2.649 46.8 3,400 16,095 
granite 

BG-CR-10 1 Fractured 2.683 41.0 6,670 15,070 
granite 

BG-CR-10 2 Fractured 2.676 36.0 6,450 11,775 
granite 

BG-CR-32 18 Banded 2.879 43.6 7,300 17 ,910 
gneiss 

BG-CR-39 6 Fractured 2.630 37.0 4,soo 15,090 
granite 

Average 2.719 38.5 5,080 13,200 

Due to the presence of different types of rock, the specific 

gravity results for this area would not necessarily be a good indi-

cator of rock quality. For example, the gneiss and schist are 
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considerably more dense than the granite in the above tabulation, but 

the other physical tests indicate them to be no more competent than 

the fractured and weathered granite. 

Poor quality rocl· comprised only 8 percent of the material 

tested for this area. It should be noted also that the amount of 

poor quality rock is probably exaggerated with respect to the num-

ber of samples received for testing since preference was given in 

selecting test samples to specimens which contained defects or 

disparities. 

3. 3 MARG IIJAL MATERIAL 

A second small group of test specimens yielded compressive re-

sults which may be termed marginal (compressive strength 8,000 to 

12,000 psi). 

Hole 
No. 

BG-CR-10 

BG-CR-19 

BG-CR-28 

BG-CR-32 

BG-CR-34 

Average 

Specimen 
No. 

6 
14 
17 

2 

3 

19 

11 
14 

Description 
(Field Log) 

Massive granite 
Massive granite 
Aplite dike 

Uniform gneiss 

Medium-grained 
biotite granite 

Banded gneiss 

Banded gneiss 
Banded gneiss 

Specific Schmidt 
Gravity No. 

2.670 46.o 
2.685 53.0 
2.595 50.0 

2.827 42.0 

2.627 47.3 

2.785 51.6 

2.698 48.3 
2.683 52.1 

2.696 48.8 

18 

Compressive 
Strength 

, psi 

:•10,640 
11,720 
10,500 

9,970 

9,630 

10,000 

l0,970 
10,410 

10,480 

Compressional 
Wave Velocity 

fps 

18,550 
19,610 
13,925 

20,700 

18,845 

18,060 

18,980 
16,550 

18,150 



Although the strength results indicate the rock quality to be 

marginal, the Schmidt number and the compressional wave velocity indi-

cate a competent material. However, it should be noted that the 

nature of fractures detrimentally affecting the strength, primarily 

banding, would not necessarily affect the relative hardness or veloc-

ity if the bands were very tight, as apparently they were. 

3.4 GOOD QUALITY ROCK 

Most of the rock described as gneiss or gneissic-granite combi-

nations by the field description would be classified as good quality 

rock (compressive strength 12,000 to 18,000 psi). Results are given 

below. 

Hole 
No. 

BG-CR-6 

BG-CR-8 

BG-CR-10 

BG-CR-19 

Specimen 
No. 

7 

7 
15 
16 
17 
19 
20 

5 
9 

21 

5 
6 
9 

14 
16 
17 
22 

Description 
(Field Log) 

Banded gneiss 

Coarse-grained granite 
Apllta 
Fractured granite 
Aplit~ 
Coarse-grained granite 
Fractured granite 

Aplite 
Massive granite 
Aplite 

Gneiss with vein 
Uniform gneiss 
Uniform gneiss 
Uniform gneiss 
Gneiss with vein 
Unifonn gneiss 
Gneiss with vein 

Specific Schmidt Ccmpressive Ccmpressional 
Gravity No. Strength Wave Velocity 

psi fps 

2.821 12,290 18,020 

2.678 58.9 17 ,390 16,595 
2.627 41.7 15_,lBo 19_.0Bo 
2.652 13,530 17 ,425 
2.621 44.1 17,210 16,460 
2.664 54.2 17,960 19,055 
2.637 12,000 16,765 

2.626 55.0 15,820 18,660 
2.687 47.0 13,640 17,010 
2.613 53.0 16,520 21,640 

2.812 12,640 20,015 
2.8o5 44.o 13,450 19,955 
2.809 45.0 13,210 18,240 
2.826 47.0 12,020 19,205 
2.763 15,790 20,050 
2.862 45.0 17,790 20,065 
2.791 13,850 19,975 

(Continued) 
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Hole Specimen Description Specific Schmidt Compressive Compressional 
No. No. (Field Log) Gravity No. Strength Wave Velocity 

psi fps 

BG-CR-25 15 Coarse- to medium-grained 2.638 17,530 19,720 
biotitc cranite porphyry 

19 Coarse- to medium-grained 2.649 17,210 20,830 
bio1.i te granite porphyry 

BG-CR-28 1 Medium-grained 2.610 44.6 13,740 17,740 
biotitf> e:ranite 

BG-CR-32 3 Granite-rneiss contact 2.897 17,400 17,080 

BG-CR-34 1 Gray gne1ss 2.637 50.2 14,660 18,440 
3 Gray to pink gneiss 2.643 46.8 14,370 17,420 
4 Pink gneiss 2.630 12,430 16,600 
9 Gray gneiss 2.663 43.1 13,400 15,790 

13 Gray to pink gneiss 2.652 13,600 16,070 
17 Dark gray gneiss 2.798 37.4 13,140 17 ,975 
19 Pink gneiss 2.539 14,430 18,045 
21 Pink gneiss 2.590 54.3 14,430 18,660 
23 Gray gneiss 2.645 43.6 13,140 18,360 

BG-CR-39 10 Hornblende biotite 2.651 14,200 19,060 
granite porphyry 

15 Hornblende biotite 2.640 12,110 13,080 
granite porphyry 

17 Hornblende biotite 2.645 38.0 13,970 17,320 
granite porphyry 

21 Hornblende biotite 2.646 16,600 19,850 
granite porphyry 

Average 2.690 47.1 14,610 18,245 

The compressional wave :veloc:it.ie_s are indicative of very tight 

fractures and contacts between the bands. Observation of the failure 

modes of the compressive test specimens indicated only slight in-

fluence of the banding on the ultimate strength of the material. 

Otherwise, the material in the marginal and good quality groups ap-

pears to be of comparable quality. 

3. 5 EXCELLENT QUALITY ROCK 

The group of roek described herein as excellent quality rock 
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(compressive strength greater than 18,000 psi) was predominately from 

four holes, BG-CR-32, -6, -25, and -28, which appeared to be quite 

uniform throughout. Results are given below. 

Hole 
No. 

BG-CR-19 

EG-CR-25 

EG-CR-32 

BG-CR-39 

Average 

Specimen 
No. 

2 
4 
9 

14 
16 
18 
20 
22 

4 
10 
11 
13 

23 

1 
2 
6 

10 
12 
13 
16 
19 

2 
7 

8 

11 

15 

19 

21 

4 
5 
6 
8 

11 
13 
20 

2 

24 

Description 
(Field Log) 

Banded gneiss 
Banded gneiss 
Banded gneiss 
Banded gneiss 
Banded gneiss 
Banded gneiss 
Banded gneiss 
Banded gneiss 

Coarse-grained granite 
Coarse-grained granite 
Aplite 
Coarse-grained granite 

Gneiss with vein 

Weathered granite 
Unfractured granite 
Unfractured granite 
Unfractured granite 
Unfractured granite 
Unfractured granite 
Unfractured granite 
Fractured granite 

Weathered granite 
Medium-grained 
biotite granite 
Medium-grained 
biotite granite 
Medium-grained 
biotite granite 
Medium-grained 
biotite granite 
Medium-grained 
bioti te granite 
Medium-grained 
biotite granite 

Banded gneiss 
Pink granite 
Granite-gneiss contact 
Pink granite 
Pink granite 
Pink granite 
Pink granite 

Hornblende biotite 
granite porphyry 
Hornblende biotite 
granite porphyry 

Specific Schmidt Ccmpressive Ccmpressional 
Gravity No. Strength Wave Velocity 

2.681 
2.673 
2,756 
2.663 
2.721 
2.997 
2.674 
2.697 

2.661 
2.660 
2.644 
2.656 

2.756 

2.642 
2.653 
2.653 
2.655 
2.643 
2.646 
2.657 
2.654 

2.615 
2.623 

2.636 

2.636 

2.623 

2.613 

2.603 

2.940 
2.654 
2,792 
2.648 
2.655 
2.683 
2.644 

2.648 

2.644 

2.678 

49.0 
56.0 
57,0 
60.0 
62.0 

59.0 

59.6 
61.7 
52.2 
56.0 

56.0 
51.0 
57,0 
55.0 
60.0 
53.0 

49.8 
51.3 

52.2 

53,8 

54.7 

52.2 

48.1 

60.6 

60.1 

61.0 

46.o 

60.0 

55,5 

psi 

36,14o 
32,710 
22,900 
27,8oo 
27,600 
21,8oo 
34,98o 
23,070 

21,420 
20,440 
18,48o 
19,88o 

21,150 

23,8oo 
23,970 
23,310 
25,46o 
20,220 
26,340 
24,130 
18,830 

18,910 
28,260 

33,430 

33,570 

31,28o 

29,860 

19,370 

19,750 
34,030 
23,420 
32,200 
31,140 
18,600 
26,000 

l8,4oo 

24,690 

25,330 

fps 

19,200 
20,890 
19,390 
17,460 
17,720 
20,260 
15,::.40 
16,300 

17,850 
17 ,660 
15,170 
17 ,120 

21,120 

18,335 
19,255 
19,640 
20,185 
19,755 
20,650 
20,190 
19,175 

17,535 
18,835 

18,825 

18,565 

17,98o 

18,360 

15,84o 

16,88o 
18,230 
15,88o 
16,84o 
18,460 
17,860 
18,160 

18,250 

18,010 

18,295 
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The compressional wave velocity and specific gravity results indicate 

little difference in the rock grouped previously as lower quality 

material. However, the Schmidt number and compressive strength re

sults indicate a substantially better material. Significantly, the 

four most competent cores contained essentially one type material, 

granite, in three cores and gneiss, apparently tightly banded, in 

the fourth. 
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CHAPI'ER 4 

SPECIAL TESTS 

4.1 PETROGRAPHIC EXAMINATION 

4.1.l Samples. Nine boxes of NX size rock core from nine holes 

located in Mason, Llano, Gillespie, and Burnet Counties, Texas, were 

received for testing. Each box contained about 15 feet of core which 

represented scattered depths to 200 feet. 

The contents of each box were inspected for homogeneity and to 

select representative material for petrographic examination. The in

spection indicated the following: 

1. Hole BG-CR-6. The core is composed of two kinds of rock. 

One type is fine-grained, light-colored gneiss with the foliation 

dipping about 45 degrees. The other type of rock is black and 

schistose like the black rock in Core 32. 

Pieces 1 through 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 19, 20, and 21 

are light-colored gneissic rock. Pieces 7 and 15 contain both types 

of rock; Pieces 11 and 18 are all black rock. 

At least two sets of opposing joint systems are present which 

include both open and closed fractures. One set parallels the 

foliation of the light-colored rock. 

2. Hole BG-CR-8. The entire core was medium-grained, reddish 

granitic igneous rock. There are open-coated joints dipping at 
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about 45 to 60 degrees along the entire length of core. Piece l was 

visibly more weathered or altered than the other pieces. 

Pieces 8, 9, 11, 14, 15, 17, and 20 contained volumes of pale 

red pegmatite. Such areas tend to consist of massive single crystals 

of microcline feldspar. 

3, Hole BG-CR-10. The entire core is coarse-grained pink 

granitic igneous rock. There are no visible joint systems. Pieces 5, 

10, 17, 18, 19, and 21 contain volumes of pegmatite. 

4. Hole BG-CR-19. Most of this core is dark-colored, medium

grained igneous or metamorphic rock. Piece 16 includes some pink 

pegmatite; Piece 17 is black schistose rock like that in Cores 32 and 

6. Piece 24 is like the light-colored gneiss rock in Core 6. A few 

low-angle open fractures are present. 

5. Hole BG-CR-25. The entire core is medium- to coarse-grained 

pale red granitic igneous rock. A few pieces of core show open, 

coated fracture surfaces; they dip less steeply than the fractures in 

Core 8. These surfaces are coated with white clay. The clay is also 

found in some small scattered cavities in the rock. No pegmatite was 

seen. 

6. Hole BG-CR-28. The entire core is pale red medium-grained 

igneous rock. Pieces 1 through 4 show open, coated fractures which 

dip at about 45 degrees; Pieces 20 and 21 contain healed high-angle 

fractures. 
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7. HolE: BG-CR-32. The core is composed of two kinds of rock. 

Some of the core is pale red, in part, with detectable parallel 

orientation of dark minerals and bands of varying composition and 

grain size. The banding shows varying dips and may represent flow 

folding. Some of the core is pale red medium-grained granitic rock 

which does not show foliation in the core; the remainder is fine-

grained black schistose rock showing horizontal foliation. 

Pieces 1, 2, 8 through 17, and 20 are the pale red rock; Pieces 1 

and 2 contain both open and closed steeply dipping fracture surfaces. 

Most of the remaining pieces are combinations of the pale red and the 

black rock; the black rock is present in zones up to 6 inches in 

thickness, but they are usually thinner. Pieces 3 and 18 are princi-

pally black rock. 

8. Hole BG-CR-34. The core was taken from an area that repre

sents the contact zone between the pale red igneous rocks and the 

surrounding country rock. While all o~ tha co:r:a is_ generally similar,. 

each piece exhibits contorted volumes of pale red igneous rock, a_ 

black schistose rock, and possibly a later dark intrusive. There are 

fragments of red igneous rock and black rock in a dark matrix in much 

of the core. Veins of calcite traverse a few pieces of core. 

Piece 17 is black schistose rock like that found in Cores 6, 19, and 

32. 
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9. Hole BG-CR-39. The entire core is red medium-grained 

granitic igneous rock. Open and closed coated fractures, dipping 

about 45 degrees, are present along entire core. Approximately 

2 inches of Piece 18 is pegmatite. 

The 11 pieces of core selected for petrographic examination are 

identified below: 

CD Serial No. Core Piece Approximate Description 
Hole No. No. Depth 

feet 

SAMS0-6 DC-2 BG-CR-6 4 46 Typical light-colored 
gneiss rock 

SAMS0-6 DC-2 BG-CR-6 18 156 Typical black schistose 
rock 

SAMS0~6 DC-7 BG-CR-8 8 102 Typical pale red igneous 
rock on one end and peg-
matite on other end. 
Pegmatite was not 
examined. 

SAMS0-6 DC-3 BG-CR-10 8 73 Typical pink igneous 
rock; this piece shows 
antirapakivi texture 

SAMS0-6 DC-5 BG-CR-19 14 49.5 Typical dark medium-
grained rock 

SAMS0-6 DC-6 BG-CR-25 15 148.5 Typical pale red igneous 
rock 

SAMS0-6 DC-8 BG-CR-28 5 43 Typical pale red igneous 
rock 

(Continued) 
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CD Serial No. Core Piece Approximate Description 
Hole No. No. Depth 

feet 

SAMS0-6 DC-1 BG-CR-32 7 74 Shows pale red gneissic 
granite rock and black 
schistose rock and a 
contact between them 

SAMS0-6 DC-9 BG-CR-34 2 38.5 Typical piece showing 
contorted contact between 
red igneous rock and 
black schistose rock 

SAMS0-6 DC-9 BG-CR-34 7 67 Typical piece showing 
xenoliths or fragments, 
calcite vein, black 
schistose rock, and 
matrix of fault breccia 
(?) 

SAMS0-6 DC-4 BG-CR-39 14 123.5 Typical pale red igneous 
rock 

The recent geologic literature on the Llano uplift was reviewed 

because the geology revealed by the cores appeared to be complex and 

to involve some peculiar contact relations. 

This review, with the names used on the field logs, permitted 

deducing what rock units should be present in the cores. The rock 

units are discussed under Results. 

4.1.2 Test Procedure. Each of the 11 pieces of core was sawed 

axially; one sawed surface of each piece was polished and photo-

graphed at normal size. In addition, typical areas of Pieces 15 of 



Core 25, 5 of Core 8, and 14 of Core 19 were photographed at x 20 to 

illustrate whether microcracks (cracks not detected visually) were 

present in representative rocks from this area. 

Composite samples were obtained from the whole length or from 

selected portions from the other halves of the pieces. The samples 

were ground until all of each sample passed a No. 325 sieve (44µ). 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were made of each sample as a back-

loaded powder to minimize orientation effects. The patterns were ex-

amined and compared to make mineralogical identifications and com-

parisons. The following list shows the samples X-rayed: 

Core Piece Description 
Hole No. No. 

BG-CR-6 4 Entire length was sampled 

BG-CR-6 18 Entire length was sampled 

-:BG-CR..;8 8 'rypical light red igneous rock 
was sampled; the pegmatite was 
not 

BG-CR-10 8 Entire length was sampled 

BG-CR-19 14 Entire length was sampled 

BG-CR-25 15 Entire length was sampled 

BG-CR-28 5 Entire length was sampled 

BG-CR-32 7 The pale red gneiss rock and the 
black schistose rock were 
sampled separately 

(Continued) 
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Core Piece Description 
Hole No. No. 

BG-CR-34 7 The black schistose rock and the 
dark-colored flow were sampled 
separately; xenoliths were 
avoided 

BG-CR-39 14 Entire length was sampled 

When samples contained detectable 14-A material by XRD, some of 

the sized powder of the sample was slurried with water on a glass 

slide and X-rayed in the air-dry condition, after saturation with 

glycerol, and after heat treatment as needed for identification of 

the 14-A material. 

Thin· sections were prepared from all of the pieces except 

Piece 18 of Core 6. Some of the black schistose rock like Piece 18 

was included in the section made from Piece 7 of Core 32. The sec-

tions were examined with a polarizing microscope. 

Polished surfaces and broken surfaces of each piece were examined 

with a stereomicroscope. 

Small portions of the sized powders were tested in dilute hydro

chloric (HCl) acid and by a magnetized needle to determine, respec

tively, whether carbonate minerals were present and whether magnetic 

minerals were present. 

Immersion mounts of powders were prepared from Pieces 8, 8, 15, 
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and 5 of Cores 8, 10, 25, and 28, respectively, and examined with a 

polarizing microscope to determine the approximate composition of the 

plagioclase feldspar in each. 

All X-ray patterns were made with an XRD-5 diffractometer using 

nickel-filtered copper radiation. 

4.1.3 Results. Inspection of the cores, of the rock composi

tions, and of the rock textures indicates that the rock should be 

considered in five groups. Study of recent literature (References 3, 

4, and 5) and of the core logs suggests which geologic units in the 

Llano Uplift are probably represented. These are discussed below. 

It should be recognized that the assignment of rocks from these 

cores, other than the granites, to geologic units described in the 

literature is tentative. The literature reviewed suggests that 

amphibolite is less likely to come from the Valley Spring gneiss than 

from the Pack-sad:cile -fornratiun. It is also el~a:r that contacts be-

tween the granites and the Valley Spring gneiss and between the 

granites and the Packsaddle are altered and contorted. The fairly 

brief study of a relatively few pieces of selected core sections does 

not permit definite formation assignments of the amphibolites and the 

rock described in this report as Valley Spring gneiss. Some of the 

rock in Core 34 could not be assigned to any of the described units; 

some is tentatively interpreted as showing small-scale localized 

fault breccias. 
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The five rock groups identified are: 

l. Reddish granitic rocks. Cores 8, 10, 25, 28, and 39 were 

identified on field logs as reddish granitic rocks (Figures 4.1 

through 4.5), and apparently represent material mapped as granites. 

Cores 8 and 10 are from the Lone Grove pluton; Core 39 is from the 

E•chanted Rock batholith; Cores 25 and 28 are from an igneous body 

northwest of the other two. The pale red gneissic part of Core 32 is 

included in this group of cores even though it is foliated in part 

(Figure 4.4) and somewhat 'finer grained that the others. Core 32 was 

taken north of the Enchanted Rock batholith and may be mapped as part 

of the Valley Spring gneiss. The variables within this group of six 

cores that may be expected to influence test results are texture, 

jointing, and degree of alteration. 

2. Light gneiss. Most of Core 6 is fine-grained, light gneiss 

(Figure 4.6, Piece 4), which is possib-ly- part-~ the- Va-lley Bpr-ing

gneiss. Except for Piece 24, Core 19, this rock is unlike that in 

any of the other eight cores in appearance. 

3. Dark gneiss. All of Core 19, except for Piece 24, is 

medium-grained dark rock (Figures 4.6 and 4.7, Piece 14), which is 

probably mapped as Big Branch quartz diorite gneiss. Except for 

Piece 24, the rock in this core is unlike that in the other eight 

cores. This rock unit is described in the literature examined as 
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perceptibly foliated, but foliation is only dubiously recognizable in 

the NX core. 

4. Schist. Parts of Cores 32 and 6 (Figures 4.4 and 4.6) are 

fine-grained black schistose rock. One piece of this material was 

also recognized in Core 19 and one in Core 34. It is probably part 

of the Packsaddle schist. This rock differs in appearance from the 

rocks in the other core~>. 

5. Rock from contact zones. All of the rock from Core 34 

appears to represent contact material between granite and country 

rock, or country rock and either a graywacke-like sediment derived 

from it or a brecciated zone. Figure 4.8 shows Piece 2 and Piece 7 

from Core 34. Piece 2 probably represents the partial assimilation 

of country rock by granite, but thin sections reveal zones containing 

what appears to.be fault breccia in a gouge matrix on a microscopic 

scale. Piece 7 to the right of the arrow represents a less assimi

lated dark schist. To the left of the arrow is a fault breccia on a 

larger scale than was found in Piece 2. These interpretations are 

tentative, and the phenomena could be more clearly interpreted if a 

larger continous core or an outcrop could be examined and sampled. 

Figures 4.3, 4.5, and 4.7 show typical areas on polished sur

faces from Pieces 5, 15, and 14 of Cores 28, 25, and 19, respectively, 

at a magnification of x 20. Pieces 5 and 15 represent the group of 

red granitic rocks while Piece 14 is from the core of dark-colored 
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Big Branch gneiss. The location of existing microcracks is indicated 

by arrows. It can be seen that the dark gneiss is practically free 

of microcracks, while they are abundant in the red granitic rocks. 

Piece 15 contains fewer but longer cracks than Piece 5; those in 

Piece 5 are shorter and tend to be grouped in clusters. 

The compositions of the five red granites, the reddish gneissic 

granite, and the light gneiss as indicated by the X-ra;y results are 

shown in Table 4.1. The relative proportions of minerals in each of 

six rocks are compared to those in the nonpegmatitic portion of 

Piece 8, Core 8. 

The five red granites are generally similar in composition 

(Table 4.1); they vary mainly in texture and in degree of alteration. 

There should be a direct relation between amount of clay minerals and 

degree of alteration; increased alteration should be reflected in 

lower compressive strength, elastic modulus, and pulse velocity. The 

reddish gneissic granite of Core 32 is similar in composition to the 

five red granites; the only evident difference justifying the classi

fication as gneiss is the foliation. On the other hand, the light 

gneiss of Core 6 is much finer grained than any of the other rocks 

listed in Table 4.1; it contains much less microcline and less cla;y 

than the granites. These differences suggest that it ma;y be assigned 

to the Valley Spring gneiss. 
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The rocks, other than contact zone rock, are described below as 

they appear in thin section: 

1. Red granitic rocks (Cores 8, 10, 25, 28, 39, and part of 32) 

contain red microcline phenocryst~ up to 1 inch in maximum dimension, 

usually subhedral, in a medium~ to coarse-grained, fairly equigran

ular matrix of quartz, plagioclase, and biotite. Except for the 

biotite, the grains in the matrix do not show crystal outlines. All 

these rocks are porphyritic in texture. The feldspars show perthitic 

or antiperthitic intergrowths, and most show alteration. The plagio

clase is more altered than the microcline in all except Core 28, in 

which the microcline is more altered. The composition of the plagio

clase was determined in Cores 8, 10, 25, and 28 and was found to be 

albite. 

Piece 8 of Core 8 is medium-grained albite granite by the system 

described in Reference 6 because of the amount and composition of the 

plagioclase (albite). Several parts of the core are pegmatite com

posed of red microcline crystals about 1 inch in maximum dimension. 

A few scattered grains of chlorite, calcite, and opaque minerals are 

present in the rock. 

Piece 8 of Core 10 is coarse-grained pinkish albite granite 

(Reference 6). Some of the core shows development of mantles of 

reddish microcline around cores of plagioclase and other minerals 

(antirapakivi texture, Figure 4.1). It differs from Core 8 in 



texture, containing some hornblende and lacking montmorillonitic 

clay. 

Piece 15 of Core 25 is medium- to coarse-grained reddish granite 

(Reference 6) which is lower in biotite and higher in kaolinite than 

others of this group. There are coatings of white clay in cracks and 

cavities in the rock; this suggests more alteration, and this is sup

ported by the increased clay content. Some of the limited amount of 

mica that is present is muscovite. There is a little calcite. 

Piece 5 of Core 28 is medium-grained reddish albite granite 

(Reference 6). This rock differs from others in this group by being 

low in biotite mica and relatively high in muscovite mica. The total 

mica is only slightly lower than in the other granites. Another 

difference is that the microcline is more altered than the plagio

clase, reversing the situation in the others. 

Piece 14 of Core 39 is medium-grained granite (Reference 6) which 

is generally similar to the others in this group. 

The reddish gneissic granite from Core 32 is like the five just 

described in color and composition, but it is foliated and banded. 

2. The light gneiss (Core 6) is fine-grained rock containing 

a.nb.edral grains of quartz, plagioclase, microcline, and biotite. 

Table 4.1 shows that it differs from the reddish granites in propor

tions of minerals. The rock shows enough foliation to indicate it is 

gneiss; thin sections show it may have had an igneous origin. If so, 
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its low microcline content would suggest it was probably a tonalite 

(quartz diorite). There are some healed fractures normal to the 

foliation which dips about 45 degrees. This is fresher rock than the 

reddish granites because the feldspars show less alteration and there 

are less clays. This rock is probably part of the older metamorphic 

rocks (the Valley Spring?) rather than the later igneous intrusives. 

3. The dark gneiss (Core 19) shows inconspicuous preferred 

orientation of feldspar and quartz rather than foliation in this 

sample, but it seems clear that it is part of that rock unit. It is 

composed largely of subhedral biotite and anhedral plagioclase with 

moderate amounts of subhedral hornblende and smaller amounts of anhe

dral quartz, muscovite, magnetite, and microcline grains. There is 

no detectable clay. It is low in quartz and microcline and high in 

biotite and hornblende by comparison with the rocks in Table 4.1. 

The plagioclase shows some alteration. The rock in this core is too 

dark to be diorite and too deficient in quartz to be called quartz 

diorite; it is more like gabbro in composition. While it does not 

agree with the reported composition of the Big Branch rock, it does 

look like the description. This difference in composition may repre

sent the kind of variation to be expected in a large rock unit. 

4. 'Ehe fine-grained, equigranular black schistose rock (Cores 32 

and 6) is principally hornblende and plagioclase. XRD indicates that 



in Core 32 it also contains small amounts of quartz and montmoril

loni tic clay, but no biotite. 

In Core 6, there is some biotite but no definitely detectable 

quartz or clay. In general, these rocks are high in hornblende and 

low in quartz, microcline, and biotite by comparison with the rocks 

in Table 4.1. As mentioned earlier, there is also one piece of this 

tYPe of rock in Cores 19 and 34. 

The fine-grained black schistose rock in Cores 19 and 34 is 

metamorphic amphibolite. In Core 32, the foliation of the amphib

olite is flat lying, and it can be determined that the reddish 

granite gneiss is intrusive into it. In Core 6, the foliation of the 

black amphibolite dips about 30 degrees. This dip could influence 

strength test data. Aside from this possible difference, the two 

amphibolites should yield similar test results. 

The black schist and the dark green matrix enclosing fragments 

of granite and schist (Figure 4.8) were examined separately by XRD. 

The black rock contains much less hornblende than the black amphib

oli tes; it is more similar in composition to the reddish granites of 

Table 4.1, containing abundant biotite; it also contains a small 

amount of chlorite and montmorillonitic clay, and a sulfide mineral. 

Figure 4.9 is a selected portion of the XRD pattern of this dark 

schist, and Figure 4.10 is a composite of several patterns of the 

same rock which illustrate the basis of the clay identifications. 
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The dark schist is traversed by at least two sets of fractures, 

one subparallel to the core axis and the other across the core. The 

dark green matrix is regarded tentatively as a small-scale fault 

breccia; it encloses angular silt-, sand-, and gravel-sized fragments 

of minerals and rocks and contains some distorted biotite and 

chlorite, and more montmorillonitic clay than any of the rest of the 

cores. Both the black schist and the green fault breccia are ex

pected to be weak, the schist because of extensive fracturing. 

4.1.4 Summary. Portions of nine NX cores from the Llano Uplift 

in Central Texas were subjected to petrographic examination. They 

were divided into the following five groupings: 

1. Red granites. All of five cores (BG-CR-8, -10, -25, -28, 

-39) and portions of another (BG-CR-32) belonged in this group. They 

are medium- to coarse-grained porphyritic granites composed largely 

of quartz, plagioclasP. and microcline feldspars, and biotite. The 

reddish portion of Core 32 was foliated enough to be classified as 

gneissic granite. 

2. Light gneiss. A portion of Core 6 is fine-grained gneiss. 

Aside from one piece of rock like it in Core 19, this rock is dif

ferent from that in the other eight cores in appearance. 

3. Dark gneiss. Almost all of Core 19 was medium-grained dark 

rock, which is classified as gneissic gabbro; it is believed to be 

part of the Big Branch gneiss. It is completely unlike the rock in 



any of the other cores in appearance. 

4. Schist. One piece of Cores 19 and 34 and substantial por

tions of Cores 32 and 6 were fine-grained, black, hornblende amphib

olites unlike the rock in the other cores in appearance. 

5. Contact zones. All of the rock in Core 34 came from a con

tact zone between the reddish granites and a black biotite schist or 

biotite gneiss (not like the amphibolites). Some pieces contained 

microscopic and small-scale fault breccias. These sections were ex

tensively fractured and were unique among these nine. 

4.2 EIASTIC MODULI 

Samples representative of the different materials in each hole 

were selected for deformation moduli tests for the data reports. 

After dynamic tests- were cnrrrplet-ed, e; port±orr of'- each- samp-le-was- pre-

pared for static testing. Static moduli were computed from measure

ments taken from electrical resistance strain gages affixed to the 

specimens. Results are given in Table 4.2. 

The poor and marginal quality rock yielded very erratic moduli 

determinations. This is not unexpected in an anisotropic rock since 

the strain gages would not necessarily average the strains over a 

fractured or composite material. The moduli of the more competent 

core were indicative of relatively brittle, rigid rock. Signifi

cantly, comparatively high moduli were obtained on the several types 
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of rock tested (gneiss, aplite, granite) and variations thereof. 

Examination of the stress-strain curves in the data reports 

reveals that they are predominately linear-elastic to approximately 

90 percent of the ultimate strength. Little hysteresis or residual 

strain is evident. Some erratic behavior occurred on several speci

mens in which the strain gages had apparently been placed over frac

tures or contact zones. The fact that slippage occurred prior to 

ultimate failure is evidence that many of the fractures and contacts 

were very tight. 

4.3 TENSII.E STRENGTH RESULTS 

Nine NX-diameter rock specimens were selected to represent the 

variation of rock type and weathering present in the core. The 

specimens were prepared and tested for tensile strength according to 

the ASTM proposed "Standard Method of Test for Direct Tensile 

Strength of Rock Core Specimens." For comparative purposes, tensile 

splitting tests were conducted on specimens cut adjacent to the 

direct tensile test specimens. 

Results are given in Table 4.3. 'Ihe three specimens which 

yielded the highest direct tensile strength failed on the first 

attempt in bond. Obviously, the direct tensile strength is lower 

than the tensile splitting strength; the effect is especially pro

nounced in the weathered material. As in the Castle area granite, 
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the vertical direction appears to be affected more by th,~ alteration. 

Ex:pectedly, ·che direct tensile strength of the gneiss, determined 

perpendicular to the foliations, is significantly less than the ten

sile splitting strength. 'Ille competent material, pink granite, like 

the Castle area granite, yielded direct tensile strength results 

Which were approximately 75 percent of those obtained by the tensile 

splitting method. 

4.4 ANISOTROPY TESTS 

Nine rock specimens from the Bergstrom area were selected and 

prepared for determination of compression (dilatational) and shear 

Velocities according to the ASTM proposed method of test for labora

tory determination of ultra.sonic pulse velocities and elastic con

stants of rock. The NX-diameter specimens were cut to lengths of 

2 to 4 inches and ground on the ends to a tolerance of 0.001 inch. 

Four 1/2-inch-wide strips were also ground down the sides of the 

cylindrical surface at 90-degree angles. 'Ille velocities, densities, 

and dimensions were measured as specified in the proposed test 

method. 

Results of the velocity determination are given in Table 4.4. 

Generally, the compressive and shear velocities of the pink granite 

are higher than those of the weathered granite and the gneiss. Also, 

the deviation from the average for the compressive velocity is 
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consistently lower for the intact pink granite. 

A compilation of the elastic properties computed from the com

pressive and shear velocities and the specific gravity is given in 

Table 4.5. However, discretion must be used in utilizing the moduli 

results since experimental errors introduced with the differences in 

velocities are significant. 'lhe proposed ASTM test method states 

that the equations for computation of elastic moduli should not be 

used if "any of the three compressional wave velocities varies by 

more than two percent from their average value. 'lhe error in E and 

G due to both anisotropy and experimental error then does not exceed 

6 percent." Naturally, the effect of the error is compounded by 

greater differences in the three-directional velocity measurements. 
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TABLE 4.1 COMPAH u;oN OF ROCK COMPOSITIONS IN SEVEN CORES 

All XRD charts were compared to that for BG-CR-8, Piece 8, and rated relative to it. nd - not detected; 
? - not definitely identified. 

Constituent Red Porphyritic Granites Foliated Fine-Grained 
Granite, Gneiss, 

BG-CR-8 BG-CR-10 BG-CR-25 BG-CR-28 BG-CR-39 BG-CR-32 BG-CR-6 
Piece SS. Piece 8 Piece 15 Piece 5 Piece 14 Piece 7 Piece 4 

Quartz Abundant Abundant Mp re More Abundant More More 

Plagioclase Abundant Abundant A~i.indant More More Abundant More 

Microcline Abundant Abundant Mp re Abundant More More Much less 

Biotite Common Common ~SS Slightly Common Less Slightly less 
less 

+ w 
Hornblende nd Minor np. nd nd nd nd 

Montmorillonitic clay Minor nd Minor nd Less Less nd 

Kaolin Minor Minor Mp re Minor Minor ? Much less 

Chlorite nd nd np. nd nd Minor nd 

Background intensity 
at 18 2-ab l.7 l.5 l.2 0.9 l.l l.2 l.3 

~ Excluding pegniatite. 
A rough measure of relative iron content or relative clay content. 



TABLE 4.2 EIASTIC MODULI RESULTS 

Hole No. Specimen Description Dynamic Modulus Static Modulus 
No. 

Young's Bulk Shear Young's Bulk Shear 

106 psi 106 psi 106 psi 106 psi 106 psi 106 psi 

Poor and Marginal Quall ty Rock: 

BG-CR-6 11 Schist 5.2 2.0 2.4 2.0 1.3 o.8 
BG-CR-8 2 Fractured granite 7.1 5.6 2.8 6.2 3.7 2.5 
BG-CR-10 2 Fractured granite 4.o 2.9 1.6 3.0 
BG-CR-10 17 Aplite 5.4 3.9 2.5 8.8 3.9 3.9 
BG-CR-32 18 Banded gneiss 9.8 6.o 3.8 10.6 5.9 4.4 
BG-CR-34 11 Gray gneiss 9.9 8.0 3.9 9.7 6.5 3 .<; 
BG-CR-39 6 Fractured granite 6.6 4.6 2.6 3.5 2.3 1.4 

-· 
Average 6.8 4.7 2.8 6.3 3.9 2.8 

~ Good and Excellent Quality Rock: 

BG-CR-6 18 Banded gneiss 15.0 8.2 6.3 9.2 10.2 3.4 
BG-CR-6 22 Banded gneiss 8.5 5.0 3.5 10.1 5.4 4.2 
BG-CR-8 10 Coarse-grained granite 9.0 6.5 3.5 9.2 5.7 4.7 
BG-CR-8 17 Aplite 6.8 6.1 2.6 10.0 5.6 4.2 
BG-CR-10 9 Massive granite 9.0 5.6 3.6 10.0 5.1 4.3 
BG-CR-19 9 Uniform gneiss 11.4 6.2 4.8 9.2 5.7 3.7 
BG-CR-19 17 Uniform gneiss 12.3 9.1 4.9 11.7 7.0 4.8 
BG-CR-25 6 Unfractured granite l0.9 8.0 4.3 10.0 7-9 3.9 
BG-CR-25 .13 Unfractured granite 11.5 9.3 4.5 10.7 8.9 4.1 
BG-CR-28 2 Weathered granite 8.5 6.4 3.3 7.7 3.8 3.3 
BG-CR-28 8 Medium-grained granite 9.4 7.7 3.6 10.2 5.7 4.2 
BG-CR-32 3 Granite-gneiss contact 9.6 6.2 3.9 8.8 4.6 3.7 
BG-CR-32 20 Pink granite 10.4 7.3 4.3 10.8 6.2 4.5 
BG-CR-34 3 Gray to pink gneiss 8.1 6.7 3.1 7.5 4.3 3.1 
BG-CR-34 21 Pink gneiss 8.9 7.6 3.4 7.8 6.2 3.0 
BG-CR-39 15 Fractured granite 5.3 3.2 2.2 6.5 2.7 3.0 
BG-CR-39 24 Fractured granite 10.4 5.7 4.4 11.0 9.2 4.2 

Average 9.7 6.8 3.9 9.4 6.1 3.9 



TABLE 4.3 TENSILE STRENGTH DETERMINATIONS 

Hole Specimen Depth Tensile Strength Rock Type 
No. No. 

Splitting Direct Direct/ 
Splitting 

feet psi psi pct 

6 5 58 1,635 520 32 Gray gneiss 

8 5 75 825 200 24 Weathered granite 

10 22 194 1,105 720 65 Pink granite 

19 4 39 985 810a 82 Gray gneiss 
+ 

l,150a \J1 25 17 170 1,260 91 Pink granite 

28 14 119 1,370 l,160a 85 Pink granite 

32 17 171 1,130 7PIJ 69 Pink granite 

34 8 77 935 570 61 Gray gneiss 

39 5 61 550 250 45 Weathered granite 

Average gneiss 1,185 635 54 

Average granite 1,220 950 78 

Average weathered granite 690 225 33 

a Result of second test attempt; in first attempt, epoxy bonding agent failed. 



TABIE 4 .4 VELOCITY DETERMINATIONS 

Hole BG-CR-6, Specimen 5: 

Gray gneiss 
Depth: 58 feet 
Specific gravity: 2.71 
Compressive deviation:b 8.4 pct 

Hole BG-CR-8, Specimen 5: 

Weathered granite 
Depth: 75 feet 
Specific gravity: 2.65 
Compressive deviation: 6.4 pct 

Hole BG-CR-10, Specimen 22: 

Pink granite 
Depth : 195 feet 
Specific gravity: 2.64 
Compressive deviation: 4.o pct 

Velocitya 

Compression 

f'ps 

14,210 
16,310 
14,595 

Average 15,040 

16,790 
18,790 
17,395 

Average 17 ,660 

18,235 
19,235 
19,490 

Average 18,985 

Shear 

f'ps 

9,445 
9,940 
9,565 

9,650 

9,685 
9,235 
9,615 

9,510 

10,300 
11,730 
13,150 

11,725 

a 
First velocity listed is in axial (longitudinal) direction; 
other two are on mutually perpendicular, diametral (lateral) 

b axes. 
Maximum percent deviation from the average of the compres
sional wave velocity. 

( 1 of 3 sheets) 
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TA.BLE 4 .4 ( < ~ONTINUED) 

Velocity 

Compression Shear 

fps fps 

Hole BG-CR-19, Specimen 4: 

Gray gneiss 20,285 11,180 
Depth: 39 feet 20,350 11,085 
Specific gravity: 2.81 21,105 11,065 
Compressive deviation: 2 .6 pct 

Average 20,58o 11,110 

Hole BG-CR-25, Specimen 17: 

Pink granite 20,625 10,305 
Depth: 170 feet 21,645 12,145 
Specific gravity: 2.71 21,420 12,195 
Compressive deviation: 2 .8 pct 

A'llexaga 2l,230 11,55_0 

Hole BG-CR-28, Specimen 14: 

Pink granite 19,120 10,645 
Depth: ll9 feet 18,960 10,955 
Specific gravity: 2.62 18,840 11,900 
Compressive deviation: o.8 pct 

Average 18,975 11,165 

(2 of 3 sheets) 
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TABLE 4.4 (CONCLUDED) 

Velocity 

Compression Shear 

fps fps 

Hole BG-CR-32, Specimen 17: 

Pink granite 21,085 ll,680 
Depth: 171 feet 21,465 11,545 
Specific gravity: 2.69 21,625 11,475 
Compressive deviation: 1.4 pct 

Average 21,390 ll,565 

Hole.BG-CR-34, Specimen 8: 

Gray gneiss 18,425 10,400 
Depth: 77 feet 16,540 l0,190 
Specific gravity: 2.65 18,190 10,640 
Compressive deviation: 6.7 pct 

Average 17,720 10,410 

Hole BG-CR-39, Specimen 5: 

Weathered granite 16,445 8,030 
Depth: 61 feet 18,175 9,335 
Specific gravity: 2.62 17,630 10,120 
Compressive deviation: 5 .9 pct 

Average 17 ,485 9,160 

( 3 of 3 sheets) 
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'J'ABTE 11,5 r IASTIC PROPERTIES 

Hole No. Specimen Moduli Poisson's 
!lo. Patio 

Young's Shear Bulk 

G 10 psi 
6 10 psi 106 psi 

BG-CR-6 5 7.20 3.26 3.03 0.10 
8.cro 3.61 4.91 0.20 
7.51 3.34 3,33 0.12 

Average 7.SO 3.40 3.76 0.15 

BG-CR-8 5 8.38 3.35 5.60 0.25 
8.17 3.05 8.55 0.34 
8.46 3.30 6.40 0.28 

Average 8.34 3.23 6.85 0.29 

BG-CR-10 22 9.'.)4 3.77 6.80 0.27 
11,c(O 4.89 6.62 0.20 
13.30 6.14 8.31 0.18 

Average 11.51 4.93 7.24 0.22 

BG-CR-19 11 12.10 4.711 9.27 0.28 
12.00 4.65 9.47 0.29 
12.10 4.64 10.60 0.31 

Average 12.07 4.68 9.78 0.29 

BG-CR-25 17 10.30 3.88 l0.30 0.33 
13.70 5.39 9.94 0.27 
13.70 5.44 9-.53- 0~26 

Average 12.43 4.90 9.92 0.29 

BG-CR-28 14 10.20 4.oo 7,57 0.28 
10.50 4.24 7.o4 0.25 
12.10 5.00 7.23 0.22 

Average 10.93 4.41 7.28 0.25 

BG-CR-32 17 12.70 4,95 9.54 0.28 
12.50 4.84 10.20 0.29 
12.40 4.78 10.60 0.30 

Average 12.')3 4.fl(i 10.11 0.29 

BG-CH-311 B ').era 3.i.'l G.';7 0.27 
(\.ll) 3.71 4.83 0.19 

J0.00 4.01-1 (i.42 0.24 

Average '),'.>II 3.B7 6,0c{ 0.23 

TlG-CR-39 s G.13 2.28 6.52 0.34 
·'l.14 3.08 7,57 0.32 
9.08 3.62 6.16 0.25 

Average 7.78 2.99 6.75 0.30 
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Figure 4.9 Partial trace of XRD chart, dark portion of Piece 7 of Core BG-CR-34. 
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CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION A:ND CONCLUSIONS 

5.1 DISCUSSION 

The wide area covered by the drill holes from which core was 

taken (delineated in Figure 5.1) and the complex nature of the rock 

preclude assessment of the area on a geographical basis. The area 

is approximately 2,000 mi
2 

The core from six holes, BG-CR-8, -10, 

-25, -28, -39, and -19, is predominately pale red granitic igneous 

rock; however, variations in grain size, mineral constituents, and 

degree of fracturing and weathering prevent classification as a uni-

form material. The remaining three cores are very complicated both 

in type of rock and structural makeup. A rock quality chart based on 

compressive strength divided into three categories (poor, marginal, 

and good to excellent) was prepared (Figure 5.2). The poor and mar-

ginal material was scattered throughout the several holes and depths. 

The poor quality rock occurs predominately near the top of the holes, 

i.e., down to depths of 50 to 60 feet in Holes 8, 10, and 39. Also, 

fractured rock, although missed in the testing, was present in 

Hole 32 to a depth of 41 feet (see petrographic report). Thus, pos

sibly 50 feet or more of poor quality rock could be encountered in 

the area before competent material is reached. 

As mentioned previously, the physical properties are quite 
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variable, not unexpectedly in such a complex rock mass. The schist 

was the heaviest material, but the least competent as indicated by the 

other tests. The strength results and compressional wave velocities, 

although quite variable, were satisfactory for the large majority of 

rock tested including specimens which contained contacts of the 

several rock types. Only 8 percent of the compressive specimens were 

classified as poor quality material and an additional 9 percent as 

marginal by the criteria utilized herein. Only 5 of 87 specimens had 

compressive wave velocities of less than 15,000 fps. Therefore, 

overall appearance of the area is one of a complex rock mass with 

quite variable physical properties, but within the complexity a rela

tively competent medium. 

5.2 CONCLUSTO~ 

Based on the test results of rock core samples reported herein, 

the following conclusions appear to be justified: 

1. Petrographically, the samples give the appearance of repre

senting a very complex geologic area. Five general types of material 

were identified: light gneiss, dark gneiss, schist, red sranite, and 

contact zone rock. The predominant material was the red granite. 

Even within the types, differences in texture, jointing, and degree 

of alteration were observed. 

2. Based on physical characteristics, four groups of material 
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were present: poor, marginal, good, and excellent quality rock. 

3. If 12,000-psi compressive strength is taken as the acceptable 

minimum of competence, 17 percent of all material tested would be 

classified as incompetent (approximately one-half as much as in the 

Castle area). Only 6 percent of the specimens tested had compressive 

wave velocities below 15,000 fps. 

4. The wide area represented by the nine drill holes and the 

complex nature of the material preclude assessment of the area on a 

hole-to-hole basis. The poorer quality rock is predominately in the 

upper elevation. One may expect to remove up to 50 feet of material 

in some areas before competent rock is reached. 

5. Three-dimensional compressional wave velocity tests on 

representative samples indicate that anisotro~y exists within the 

area; however, this anisotropy was within'the range of only 1 to 

8 percent with respect to the vertical direction. 

6. In summary, the Bergstrom area appears to be one of complex 

geologic nature, but one yielding physical test results that indicate 

that the area merits further study as a competent hard rock medium. 
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Figure 5.2 Depth versus quality as indicated by compressive 
strength for individual holes. 
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APPENDIX A 

DATA REPORT 

Hole BG-CR-"i 

28 May 19"i9 

Hole Location: Llano County, Texas 

Longitude: 913° 39' 08" West 

Latitude: 30° 48' 45" North 

Core 

1. The following core were received on 2"i ~ay 19'59 for testing: 

Approximate 
Core Piece No. Depth, ___ f}_ 

1 l"i 
2 27 
3 38 
4 46 
5 58 
5 71 
7 78 
8 84 
9 94 

10 103 
11 llli 
12 120 
13 129 
14 133 
15 142 
Hi 145 
17 151 
18 156 
19 1'52 
20 172 
21 182 
22 192 

Description 

2. The sam'"lles received were predoMinantly light-gray colored 

banded rock identified as gneiss on the field log supplied with the 

core. Specimens 7, 11, and 18 were black colored. Specimens 7 and 18 

were identified as gneiss and 11 as schist by the field logs. The 

remainder of the specimens were banded at angles up to 45 deg. 



Quality and uniforciity tests 

3. To deterciine variations within the hole, specific ~ravity, 

Schmidt number, cotnpressive strength, and conpressional wave velocity 

were deterMined on specimens prepared from reoresentative samples as 

p;iven belo1.1: 

Sample 
No. 

Cnre Sch!"idt Corm 
Descri11ti~-- Denth .§.E...2E -~- Strg, 2:i.~ 

2 

4 

7 

9 

11 

14 

16 

Gray Gneiss ""i.th 
Tint: B1mdin~ 

Gray Gneiss with 
rink: B11ndin!! 

Gneiss, Dar': Black 
with B1m<lin~ 

Gray Gneiss with 
Gray rlandin!! 

:>chi.st, Dt1r:·. ~lnc1: 

Gray Gneiss <1ith 
Gray Banding 

Gray Gneiss vith 
Gray n11ndi nr: 

27.0 2,liRl 

4'.0 2.li73 

78.0 2.1321 

94.0 2.75< 

llli.0 2.997 

132.0 2.lili3 

145.0 2.721 

18 Gneiss, Dar~. i3l11ck 15'i.O 2.997 
with Banding 

20 

22 

Gray Gneiss •,•ith 
Gray Bandin!! 

Gray Gneiss with 
Gray Banding 

Avg Gray Gneiss (7) 

Av'(, 'Hack Gneiss (2) 

Avg Black Schist (1) 

2.1574 

2. "i97 

2. 'i95 

2.909 

49 31i' 140 

5~ 32. 710 

12. 290 

57 22,900 

38 4, 280 

27. 800 

27,600 

21,80() 

59 34, 9'3 1) 

23. 070 

57 29,310 

17,045 

38 4,2130 

Co~p Wave 
Vel,...!E!._ 

19,200 

20, <l90 

li:', 020 

19,390 

11, liOO 

17,450 

17,72U 

20,250 

15,140 

lli,300 

1'3,010 

19, 140 

l l, liOO 

All specimens failed in high-angle cones through the banding eYceot speci

'1\en 7 :vhich failed on a band and specimen 11 which split vertically. 
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Moduli of deformation 

4. Representative specimens were selected for dynamic and 

static moduli of deformation tests. The dynamic moduli were deter-

mined by the proposed ASTM nethod for deterMination of ultrasonic 

pulse velocities and elastic constants of rock. The static moduli 

were computed fron theory of elasticity by use of strain measurements 

taken from electrical resistance strain gages affixed to the speci-

mens. Stress-strain curves are given in plates 1, 2, 3, and 4. 

Results are given below: 

Specimen 
No. 

~lodulus, psi x 10 6 

* 

Youn~'s Bulk Shear 

9 
11 
18 
22 

9 
11 
18 
22 

* 
5.2 

15.0 
8. 5 

12, I\ 
2.0 
9.2 

10. 1 

Bxtraneous results. 

Dynamic Tests 

* * 
2.0 2.4 
8.2 fi,3 
s.o 3.5 

Static Tests 

7.5 5.2 
1.3 0.8 

10.2 3.4 
5.4 4.2 

Shear 
Velocity, fps 

* 
7,925 

12 ,475 
9,800 

Poisson's 
Ratio 

* 
* 

0.19 
0.22 

0.22 
0.25 
0.35 
0.19 

Some difficulty .. ras experienced with the dynamic measurements, possibly 

due to the banded nature of the specimens. 



Conclusions 

5. The core received for testing from hole BG-CR-32 was 

predo:ilinantly dense, banded, black and gray gneiss according to 

the core log. In contrast to the rock from hole BG-CR-", the 

COinnrPssive ~ode nf f:iilure of the gneiss was influenced by the 

banding in only one Ollt of nine te~ts. One sample of dark rock, 

identified on the log as schist, was relatively incompetent naterial. 

Typical properties nre given below: 

Specific Gravity 
Schmidt No. 
Compressive Strength, psi 
Coinpressional 1.~avc Velocity, fps 
Youni;'s ·1odulus, nsi x 10" 
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Gneiss 

2.742 
57 

2",590 
13,260 
10. 6 

Schist 

2.897 
3'3 

4,280 
11,600 

2.0 
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APPENDIX B 

DATA REPORT 

Hole BG-CR-8 

10 June 1969 

Hole Location: Llano County, Tex .. 

Longitude: 98• 29' 17" West 

Latitude: 30• 40' S3" North 

Core 

1. The following core was received on 3 June 1969 for testing: 

Core Piece No. AEproximate Depth, ft 

l 48 
2 SS 
3 64 
4 68 
s 7S 
6 85 
7 97 
8 102 
9 114 

lV 124-
11 127 
12 13S 
13 146 
14 15S 
lS 1S6 
16 167 
17 173 
18 179 
19 191 
20 193 
21 200 

DescriEtion 

2. The samples received were pinJr..to gray-colored rock identified 

as coarse-grained granite by the field log received with the core. Piece 

No. l appeared somewhat weathered. Piece Nos. 2, 3, 8, 14, 16, and 20 

contained seams and/or fractures. Portions of piece Nos. 8, 9, 11, lS, 

17, and 20 appeared to be aplite. 
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Quality and uniformity tests 

3. To determine variations within the hole, specific gravity, 

Schmidt number, compressi.ve strength, and compre&11ional wave velocity 

were determined on specimens prepared from representative smnples aa 

given bPlow: 

Sampl .. 
No. Description 

Weathered 

2 Fractured 

4 Intact Rock 

7 Intact Rock 

10 Intact Rock 

11 Aplite 

13 Intact. Rock 

15 Aplite 

Hi Fracture.d 

17 Aplite 

19 Intact Rock 

20 Fractured 

Avg WPathered and 
fractured (4) 

Avg aplite (3) 

Avg intact rock (5) 

48 

55 

68 

u~I 
127 

I 145 
i .. 

\ 1s6 t,,,.., .... 

~~.: 
. 17 3 

1~--· 
. 191 
I 

~~j 

Sp Gr. 

2.618 

2.l54C. 

2.678 

2.660 

2.644 

2.656 

2.627 

2.652 

2.621 

2.664 

2.639 

2.611 

2. 6fi4 

Schmidt Comp 
No.* Strg, psi 

26.9 2,640 

46.8 3,400 

59.6 21,420 

58.9 17' 390 

61. 7 20,440 

52.2 18,480 

56.0 19,880 

43.7 15. 180 

13,530 

44.1 17,210 

54.2 17,960 

12,000 

36.9 7,890 

46.7 16,960 

58. l 19,420 

Comp Wave 
Vel, fps 

4,860 

16,095 

17,850 

16,595 

17,660 

l '>. 170 

17,120 

19,0.l'lO 

17,425 

19,055 

16,765 

11,030 

16. 900 

17,660 

1r Schmidt hammer test not conducted on several specimens due to 
possibility of breakage. 

The weathered a~d fractured rock, especially at the depths near the 

surf:1ce, is relativ1> ly poor material. The remainder of the rock, 

including the aplite, is competent although some pre-existing fracturing 

is present. 
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Moduli of defot'llation 

4. Representatlve speclmens were selected for dynamlc and statlc 

modull of deformation tests. The dyna111ic moduli were determined by 

the proposed ASTM method for determination of ultrasonic pulse velocities 

and elastic constants of rock. The static moduli were computed from 

theory of elasticity by use of strain measurements taken from electrical 

resistance strain gages affixed to the specimens, Nos. 2, 10, and 17. 

Stress-strain curves are given in plates 1, 2, and 3. Specimens 10 and 

17 were cycled at 10,000 psi. Results are given below. 

Specimen 
No. 

2 
10 
17 

2 
10 
17 

Modulu1, psi x 106 

Young's Bulk Shear 

7.1 
9.0 
6.8 

6.2 
9.2 

10.0 

Dynamic Tests 

5.6 2.8 
6.5 3.5 
6.1 2.6 

Static Tests 

3.7 2.5 
5.7 4.7 
5.6 4.2 

Shear 
Velocity, fps 

8810 
9920 
8580 

Poisson's 
Ratio 

0.29 
0.27 
0.31 

0.22 
0.23 
0.20 

All of the rock tested herein is apparently rather rigid material 

exhibiting little hysteresis. 
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Conclusions 

s. The core re~eived for testing from hole BG-CR-8 was identified 

a!I r•iarse-grained gr·ani.te by the field log received with the core. All 

nt thP. core w~s li~h; pink to gray colored; some weathering and fracturing 

werr present. Several pieces were apparently aplite. Low physical test 

re!1t1lts were obtainr I nn the weathrred and/or fractured spPr.imenA as 

itivf'n belnw: 

Weathered 
and Intact 

_____ _f!.o.E_~t)' __ -·- Fractured Aplite Rock ---
Speci fie Gravi tv .1.f\l~ 2.631 2.664 
Schmidt No. 37 47 SB 
Compressive Strengt~. psi 7,890 16' 960 19,420 
Compressional Wave V'elocity, fps 11.030 16' 900 17,660 
Youniz' s Modu 1 us, ps 1 x 106 6.0 8.0 9.0 
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APPENDDC C 

DATA REPORT 

Hole BG-CR-10 

3 June l9oi9 

Hole Location: Burnet County, Texas 

Lonl'i t. ucle: 98 • 20' 02" i·lest 

Latitude: 30• 36' 00" North 

Core 

1. The fnl lowini.i; c-ore was receivecl on 2'i May 19'i9 for testinr:: 

r:Pre Piece No. AEprori~ate Depth, ft 

l 12 
2 24 
3 38 
4 4R 
5 51 
<, 57 
7 r.3 
'1 73 
9 iS 

10 95 
ll 104 
12 114 
l3 123 
14 133 
15 140 
l< 150 
17 l S'i 
1'1 157 
19 1 "4 
20 173 
21 182 
22 194 
23 198 

Description 

2. The s11n:•les rec·~ived v.P.re prednr"in;intly pink-colored rock ide.nti-

fied as ::assive, dense ~r:inite by the fid<l log received with the core. 

Piece Nos. 5, 7, 17, lS, nnd 21 were i~entified on the log as aplite. 

The granite rnck had a salt anrl pepper AnpeArance 1..;hile the Ar·lite was 

,,f solid pint: cnlor. Picc:P. Ni)<:, and 2 11ppe,,rr<l SO"le:,,,hat weathered and 

f r·actured. 81 



Quality and uniformity tests 

3. To de.ter:nine variations within the hole, specific gravity, 

Sch:'1iclt number, co:ipn~ssive strength, and compressional wave velocity 

were determined on specinens prepared from representative samples as 

~iven helow: 

Sa"1D le 
No. 

Core 
Descric.!.!:.;.·_n__ Depth 

FractureJ vrnnite 12 

2 Fractured ~rnnitP 24 

5 !\plite 51 

:1assivf' 'ranite 57 

9 'lassive ~ri>ni te 

14 :rassive f;nmite 133 

17 Ap lite l51i 

21 Aplite 182 

Avrr, fractured ~ranite TZ) 

Avr<, ~1assive ~ranite (3) 

Ave;. nnl ite (3) 

Schmidt 
§.E...2! No. 

2.liS3 41 

2. li71i 31i 

2. fi21i 55 

2.'i70 

2, '597 47 

53 

2.595 so 

2. e; I 3 53 

2. li81 49 

2 .'ill 53 

Comp 
Strg, _E.s_i. 

'i, li70 

lj ,450 

15,820 

10,li40 

13,'i40 

11, 720 

10, 500 

lli,520 

12,000 

14,280 

Comp Wave 
Vel, fps 

15,070 

11,775 

l'l,550 

17,010 

19,'ilO 

13,Q25 

13 ,420 

18,390 

18,010 

Obvinusly the fractnred ~ranite is somewhat poorer rock than the othe.r 

·1nterial. As eYpecte<'I, failure occurred in the compressive tests nf the 

fract11n~d speci:i1ens alrm~ the preexisting fractures. In the remaindPr 

of tlH' ~FeCi"lc~ns the failure mode was a combination splitting and conicnl 

fr:ict1irp, :·)sdbl:J ,-.v~l!lininc: the relatively low strengths obtained 

(.1!'\proxi"l:itely 12 ,0')() and 14,000 r>si) for such competent appearinc: 

r1ati>rial. Since tb~ rock appears very similar to th1>. material fror1 

hole 1G-CR-39, it ~av contain an undetected vertical fracture pattern 

·,;hich tendPrl t•' in,111c'.e the splitting type failure. 



4. Due to the relatively low compressive strengths obtained on 

the above-mentioned tests, especially the granite, concern was expressed 

that possibly the liquid substAnce used in the velocity determinations 

was adversely affP.ctinir the strenp;th results. The liquid, utilized as 

a couplinr, a~ent between the specimen and the transducer, appeared to 

saturate th<>. en<ls of the snecimen to a depth of l/'3 to 1/4 in. Desnite 

thorr,ugh cleaning, snne nf the ar.:ent rerr.1dne.d. Consequently, three 

additional rel11ti.vely unifortn samnles, Nos. 11, 12, and l'i, were 

selected and t1.•o ad.i11cent cn'.'lpressive test specimens prepared fro!'\ 

each. One specir1pn of each sample was coated with the counlin.r; liquid 

and then cleaned and one each was left dry. Results are given below: 

Co11ted and Cleaned Dr~ 
Cor.ipressive Compressive 

Sr>eci[Tlen .Strength, psi SEecirr:en Strength, psi 

11 A. 1 '3, 7"i0 llB 20 ,330 
12A 22, S'iO 12B 21,590 
l'iA 22,0QO l r, Tl 19,700 
A.vr: 21,100 Avg 20,540 

5. The coupling agent apparently did not affect the strength 

results. However, the strengths are si~nificantly higher than those 

obtained on the original sDecimens (p11ra 3) . Coning type fa i 1 ure 1.·as 

also more evi<lent in specimens 11, 12, and l'i. App11rently the ::iaf.sive 

gr2nite specimens s~lccted crf~inally contained undetected flaws, possibly 

microfracture~. which resulted ln relatively low indicated co'.'lpressive 

strengths. 



'-loduli of deforriation 

.; Representative speci111ens were selected for dyna111ic and static 

no(1111i of deformation tests. The dyna111ic 111oduli were determined by 

the proposed AST:! method for determination of ultrasonic pulse velocities 

and e l;istic constants of rock. The static 1~oduli were co~puted from 

theory nf el;~sticity ·;? 11s~ of strain measurer~ents taken from electrical 

resist.:ince strain o:arcs affi1<ed to the specimens. Stress-stC"ain curves 

are giv1.>n in nlc.tes I, 2, and 3. Specimens 9 and 17 were cycled at 

10,000 psi. The horiz<>ntal gages on specimen 2 failed e11rly in the 

test due to the fractured nature of the specimen. The unusual hehavior 

of Sl'PCimens 2 and 17 during the unloading portion of the stress-strain 

test is probably due to slipnage on small cracks or fractuC"es. Results 

an" 1i.ven bE>low: 

Specincn 
Nt). 

2 
9 

l 7 

2 
'l 

17 

4.0 
9.0 
5.4 

3.0 
10.0 
8. 'l 

2.9 
s.i:; 

3.9 

Static 

5. l 
3.9 

1.'i 
3.'i 
2.5 

Tests 

4.3 
3.9 

84 

Shear 
Velocity, fps 

i:;, "i25 
10 ,050 
7,820 

Poisson's 
Ratio 

0.27 
0.23 
(). 27 

0.17 
(). 12 



Conclusions 

7. Tile cores received for testing from hole BG-CR-10 were 

predominantly pink-colored rock identified as massive, dense granite 

by the field log received with the cores. Some weathered, fractured 

material was evident in the upper elevations. Several specimens were 

identified as aplite on the core log. Except for the weathered samples, 

the rock appeared to be competent material. However, the Massive 

granite yielded compressive strengths which ranged between 10,000 to 

22,000 psi depending apparently upon the extent of nicrofracturing 

present in the samples. Typical properties ;ire given below. 

Fractured ·1assive 
I'ro~ert~ Granite Granite Aplite 

Specific Gravity 2.liRO 2. 581 2 .lill 
Sch1'lidt No. 38 49 53 
Compressive Strength, psi 'i ,S'iO 10,000 to 14' 2 80 

22,000 
Compressional Wave Velocity, fps 13,420 18,930 19,010 
Young's ~lodulus, psi 3.0 10.0 '3. 8 
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APPENDIX D 

DATA l'".cPORT 

Hole BC:-CR-19 

4 June 19"9 

Hole location: Gillespie County, Texas 

L<.·n~i tude: 9'l 0 45' 40" West 

Latitude: 30° 2"' 12" North 

Core 

1. The following core was received on 28 'lay 1969 for testing: 

Con~ Piece No. Approximate Uepth, ft 

10 
2 21 
3 28 
4 39 
r, 49 
Ii "O 
7 73 
'l 84 
9 92 

1 IJ 102 
l1 110 
12 120 
13 123 
14 130 
15 133 
Iii 135 
l 7 140 
1 'l 150 
19 lliO 
20 172 
21 184 
22 191 
23 l 91i 
24 200 

Descriotion 

2. The sernrles received ~rre predominantly dark-gray-colored rock 

identified as coarse- tn mediu~-grained biotite quartz diorite gneiss 

by the field log received with the core. Piece No. 17 was very dark 

gray and fine grained and piec. 24 w;is creain colored and fine grained. 



!3andin'! · . .:as not :,r,rno1mce,l, but the individual grains wf're alin:ned in 

hi!':h-an;;:le D-'lttPrns. '/'-!ins ;me~ strPa<:s were evident in several ni!'ces. 

nualitv and unifn·~lt~ tests --- - -··- -·-· -.. ----·-- -- .. ·-·· _ ..... 

3. To '.\ct;·r1in,.. vari-'ltioni; within thP hole, specific- r;ravity, 

Sch~idt nu~bcr, cm1·rgssive stren~th, and coMnressional W-'\Ve velocity 

.Sn!:ln 1 e 
r;n. 

2 

5 

14 

l ' 

17 

22 

21 

t~n~ iss '.· i th ·rin 

TJn if or·~ .~nc i ·'' ' 

'inciss 1;i th ·:•·in 

'.:;neiss kLth ·· .. in 

\:ore 
D<''. th 

21 

92 

13() 

l 3" 

140 

Fl\ 

19'i 

2. q27 

2. q] 2 

2. ~05 

2.826 

2. 7'H 

2. 7 5" 

:)ch::iid t 
No.*• 

42 

44 

47 

45 

45 

COMO 

~tr~~. l)Si. 

<),<)7,) 

l3, t+Sr) 

13' 21 ') 

l2,02J 

1:;' 790 

l7 ,T9D 

13,'150 

21 '1 50 

14,430 

'.1t:mcl:ird ceviat ion < l C•J 1;.:rcssive str0nr,th: 3350 nsi. 

Fi.n<' <·:r-'linC> .. l, Jr1rk ..;ray. 

Co:~n ·1iave 

~~!.n~-

2J' 7()') 

1·~'240 

19,975 

21'120 

19,125 

** Sch·1i·it ha'.~:1t>r test not cnncluctpd on specir'lens cont:iininC'. veins due 
tn ::r,;,sihi. li ty •lf lirea\ar;e. 

=;i.nce thPT<~ ••ere no :ir,p;:irr,nt diffel'."ences in the results obtained nn the 

unif0r1 ·ir vei1wJ s ·f'cinens, :ill results were aver;~~ed. The corirressive 

strnn~th arn!'ars rarhr,r low and the standard deviation rathrr hi~h for an 

othP.n,ic:c corn'ct2nt rr.1c'• .. ::>i~nificantly, the failure 1ode, inclined 

sPli!tin« <il0ng t:1e 11\il!nP.d bands, indicates th~t the bandin<'(, althou~h 

n,,t · rnn '11ncc><l 1 i.nf l'Y'nce'i Ltw stren~th results. 
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~oduli of deformation 

4. Representative specimens were selected for dynamic and static 

moduli of deformation tests. Th~ dynamic moduli were determined by 

the propose<:! .\ST1·1 nethod for determination of ultrasonic pulse velocities 

an<l elastic constants of rock. The static moduli were computed from 

theory of elasticity by use of strain measurements taken from electrical 

resistance strain gages affixed to the specimens, Nos. 9 and 17. Stress-

strain curves are !);iven in plates 1 and 2. Both specimens were cycled 

at 10,000 osi. Results ArP. given below. 

Specimen 
No. 

9 
17 

9 
17 

clodul11s, psi x 10'5 
~nr,'s Bulk Shear 

11.4 
12. '3 

9.2 
11-. 7-

Dynanic Tests 

'i.2 4.~ 

9.1 4.9 

Static Tests -
5.7 3.7 
7 l"L ,-.\, 4.'l-

Shear 
Velocity, fps 

11,280 
11,210 

Poisson's 
Ratio 

0. 19 
0.27 

0.23 
0;22 

The relatively high noduli and little hysteresis in the stress-strain 

relationships inrlicate that the gneiss is a rather rigid material. 
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Conclusions 

5. The core received for testin~ fro~ hole BG-CR-19 was identified 

as biotite quartz diorite gneiss on the core log. All but two of the 

samples were coarse- to mediuM-grained, gray-colored, slightly banded 

roe~. Although the handing was not pronounced, it apparently resulted 

in lowrr unconfiner1 <''moressive strengths than would bP expected with 

an otherwise competent material. Typical properties are ~iven below: 

Property 

Specific Gravity 
Schmidt :~o. 

Co~pressive Strength, psi 
Conpressional Vave Velocity, fps 
Young's ~1odulus, psi x 106 

92 

Results --·· 
2.BO'i 
45 

14,430 
19,925 
10.0 
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APPENDIX E 

DATA REPORT 

Hole BG-CR-25 

5 June 191i9 

Hole Location: Mason County, Texas 

Longitude: 99° 09' 01" West 

Latitude: 30° 55' 20" North 

Core 

1. The following core was received on 28 May 19~9 for testing: 

Core Piece No. ApEroximate DeEth 1 ft 

1 10 
2 17 
3 29 
4 37 
5 47 
~ 57 
7 64 
8 75 
9 87 

10 99 
11 108 
12 118 
13 128 
14 138 
15 149 
1 Ii 150 
17 170 
18 181 
19 191 
20 199 

Description 

2. The samples received were buff-pink-c61ored rock identified 

as coarse- to medium-grained biotite granite porphry by the field log 

received with the core. Piece No. 1 appeared weathered and piece 

Nos. 15, 18, and 19 contained high-angle, closed fractures. 
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Quality and unifornity tests 

3. To determine variations within the hole, specific gravity, 

Sch1nidt nunber, compressive strength, and compressional wave velocity 

wer<> determined on sp .. cimcns prepare'! from representative sa'llples as 

r;iven be l riw: 

Sa"lp le 
Nn. 

2 

10 

12 

13 

15 

18 

19 

Description 

weatt.crr.d 

Unfr!lctured 

Unfracturec1 

llnfr;:ict nrec~ 

Unfr;icture<1 

r.Josed FrP.ctures 

Unfracture.: 

Closed Fr11ct11res 

l.losP.<l Fr;:icturcs 

Av~ fr~rtured sprcimcns 

r.ore Schmidt 
Deoth ~.Gr No.* 

10 

17 2.'53 5'i 

57 2.; 53 51 

2. 'i 55 57 

llq 2.'>43 55 

129 2.~4" 

149 

1q1 2.'i54 

191 2."49 

2.'i50 55 

Co!'lp Cnmp Wave 
Strg, nsi Vel~ 

23,800 l'!,335 

23,97') 

23,31) 1.9 '"40 

25,41\0 20' 185 

20,22'.) 19,755 

2'i,340 20, 'iSO 

17,530 19,720 

24,TlO 20, 190 

18. 830 19. 17 5 

17 ,210 2'),q30 

17 I '3FiQ 19,910 

23,390 

St;md:ir<l de.vi11tion o': cnnpressive strength unfractured spe.ci'.'lens: 1930 psi. 

* Scl·,.-.j_.it ha'.'lrriC'r tr- ;t nnt con<luctPrl on several spe.ci'.r1ens t1ue to possibility 
of :ir,~:i ':a:;e. 

Sp<>ci·1cn ~ln. 1 ;:irF11(•ntly w;:is not sir.nificantly weathered; thP.r!'.fore, the 

result!-' r.xcent fnr the w11ve velocity 1o.iere averar:e<l with the 11nfr11ct11re<l 

soeci1ens. ThP. thrr.·e srecin!'ns which containr.<l hip;h-imgle, closed 



fractures yielded lower compressive strengths than the unfractured 

specimens, but the average strength, 17,860 psi, and the compressional 

wave velocities were hir,h for fractured rock. 'Ib.e fractures are 

apparently well hea le.d and/or closed. 

Moduli of def orr~at ion 

4. t<epresentativf' sn<:>cimens were selected for dynamic and static 

moduli of deformation tests. 'Ib.e dynamic moduli \.Jere determined by 

the proposed A.STM 11ethod for determination of ultrasonic pulse velocities 

and elastic constants of rock. 'Ib.e static moduli were computed from 

theory of elasticity by use of strain measurements taken from electrical 

resistance strain gages affixed to the specimens, Nos. ~ and 13. Stress-

strain curves are given in plates 1 and 2. Both specimens were cycled 

at 10, 000 psi. lies u lts are iriven he 1 ow. 

Speci"len 
No. 

6 
13 

~ 

13 

~ 

· lod u 1 us , psi x 10 
Young's Bulk - Shear 

10.9 
l l. 5 

10. 0 
10.7 

DyM"lic Tests 

'3. 0 
9.3 

4.3 
4. 5 

Static Tests 

7.9 
8.9 

3.9 
4.1 

Shear 
_Velocity, fps 

11'100 
11, 320 

Poisson's 
Ratio 

0.27 
0.29 

0.29 
0.30 

Like the ~neiss from hole BG-CR-19, the relatively high Moduli and little 

hysteresis in the stress-strain relationships indicate the CR-25 r,ranite 

pnrphry is a rather rigid rock. 
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Cone l us ions 

5. The con: rr-'.ceive<l for testing from hole BG-CR-25 was identified 

;is cortrse- to mcdiu·1-~rained biotitc granitr porohry. Several pieces 

cont;iincd hir;h-<mgle, closrd fractures which yielded only sliP.;htly lower 

nhysical nro_'>Prtif'.s than the intact samples. The hip,h rioduli and little 

hystrresis in the stress-st.rain r<-l;itionships are indic;itions of ;i very 

rir;icl '7lateri.11. T~·r.1ical oroperti<"s are given below. 

Prone riv ----------·-··-----·-
Snecific Grrivi ty 
Schmidt No. 
Compr.essivP Strength, psi 
Compressinnal ~;ive Velocity, fps 
Younr(s :1r1dul11s, p1'i ..,, 10 15 

98 

Unfractured 

2. '550 
55 

23,'l90 
19,950 
10.0 

Rock -!ith 
Closed Fractures 

17, 'l"iO 
19,910 
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APPENDDC F 

DATA REPORT 

Hole BG-CR-28 

6 June 1969 

Hole Locatlon: Mason County, Texas 

Longitude: 99• 21' 2S" West 

Latitude: 30• 46' 00" North 

Core 

1. The following core was received on 3 June 1969 for testing: 

Core Piece No. A:eeroximate DeJ:?th, ft 

1 12 
2 20 
3 2S 
4 33 
s 43 
6 S3 
7 SS 
8 66 
g 74 

10 83 
11 90 
12 97 
13 108 
14 119 
15 131 
16 139 
17 150 
18 162 
19 173 
20 186 
21 192 
22 197 

Description 

2. The samples received were light-pink-colored rock identified 

as medium-grained biotite granite by the field log received with the 

core. Piece No. 2 appeared somewhat weathered and piece Nos. 1, 3, 

and 21 were lighter colored than the other pieces. 
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Quality and uniformity tests 

3. To determine variations within the hole, specific gravity, 

Schmidt number, compressive strength, and compressional wave velocity 

were determined on specimens preparP.d from representative samples as 

given below: 

Sample 
No. Description 

Very light colored 

2 Weath?.t~d 

3 Very light cc1nred 

7 Light colored 

8 Light colon-d 

11 Light colored 

15 Light colored 

_19 -Light _co_lor-fili 

21 Very light colored 

Avg very light colored and 
weathered 

Avg light colored 

Core 

f3 
~·· I 
i, I 

25 • 

55' 
~-····I 

I 66 

90 I 

r-···· i 

[ __ 1~~.1 
I 173 
I - I 
i 192.1 

2. 610 

} . 615 

.'. l'i27 

2.623 

2.636 

2.636 

2.623 

2. 613 

2.603 

2.609 

2.626 

Schmidt 
No. 

44.6 

49.8 

47.3 

51.3 

52.2 

53.8 

54. 7 

52. 2 

48.1 

47.5 

52.8 

Comp 
Strg, psi 

13,740 

18,910 

9,630* 

2R,260 

33,430 

33,570 

31,280 

29,860 

19,370 

17 ,340 

31,280 

* Failed on high-angle fracture; deleted from average. 

Comp Wave 
Vel, fps 

17,740 

17,535 

18,845 

18,835 

18,825 

18,565 

17,980 

18,360 

15,840 

17,040 

18,510 

There are slight differences in the physical properties of the two 

different colored granites; however, both would be classed as relatively 

competent rock. 
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Moduli of deformation 

4. Representative specimens were selected for dynamic and static 

moduli of deformation tests. 'nte dynamic moduli were deter•ined by 

the proposed ASTM method for determination of ultrasonic pulse velocities 

and elastic constants of rock. 'nte static moduli were computed from 

theory of elasticity by use of strain measurements taken from electrical 

resistance strain gages affixed to the specimens, Nos. 2 and 8. Stress-

strain curves are given in plates 1 and 2. Both specimens were cycled 

at 10,000 psi. Results are given below. 

Specimen 
No. 

2 
8 

2 
8 

Modulus, psi x 106 

Young's Bulk Shear 

8.5 
9.4 

7.7 
10.2 

Dynamic Testa 

6.4 3.3 
7.7 3.6 

Static Tests 

3.8 3.3 
5.7 4.2 

Shear 
Velocity, fpa 

9,740 
10,125 

Poisson' a 
Ratio 

0.27 
0.29 

0.16 
0.20 

'nte moduli and stress-strain relationships are comparable to those of 

the gneiss and granite porphry from the previous holes in the Bergstrom 

Area. 
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Conclusions 

5. The core received for testing frOlll hole BG-CR-28 was identified 

as medium-grained biotite granite by the flelc log received with the 

core. All of the cor~ was light pink colored; several pieces were, 

however, distinctly lighter than the majority. There were slight 

differences in the physical properties of the two different colored 

granit~s as given below: 

Property ~~~~---

Specific Gravity 
Schmidt No. 
Compressive Strength, psi 
Compressional Wave Vrlocity, fps 
Young's Modulus, psi x 106 

104 

Light 
Colored 

2.626 
53 

31,280 
18,510 
10.0 

Very Light 
Colored 

2.fi09 
48 

17,340 
17 ,040 

8.0 
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Core 

··kscri;ition 

APPENDIX G 

Hole 3G-C'.~-32 

27 11::iy 19'i9 

II 1 e f.r,c;it i ·m: Ll::inu County, Texas 

Lat iturle 30° 114' 35" Forth 

'Jre i·ir·ce N(). 
----·~ --·----· 

1 
2 

7 
0 

') 

],) 

11 

12 
13 
14 
15 

17 
lo 
!.') 
?.() 

A l'!Jr0x i·~;i tc 
~i(, th' _u_ 

9'· 
111 
123 
131 
13 c; 

i43 
l SJ 
158 
171 
J ''3 
l '14 
198 

rnc~ i<lcntifiei RS hintite ~ranitr hv the field lo~ receivr<l ~ith the 

cnre. Pieces (sn,~l~s) Nos. 3, 4, 18, 11.n<l 19 1Jf'rP. sip;nificantly rhrl;er 

than the other sa:11.lcs .'lnn were iclentified ;is h::indf>rl <en1d.ss on the fiel<l log. 
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Ouality and unifor~ity tests 

3. To deterrine variations within the hole, specific gravity, 

SchMiclt nu:iber, cmr.pr<>ssive strength, and compressional wave velocity 

were cleter'.'iined on sp.,cimens prepared from representati'.•e samples as 

ii;iven re low: 

Sample 
No. 

3 

4 

5 

DescriDtion 

Granite-Gneiss Contact 

Banded GnP. is s 

Pink Granite 

Core Sch~idt Conp Conp Wave 
Tleoth So Gr 2-_o_._ ~~!".~.!'..~~ Vel..!.....!_P.!!_ 

2.897 17 ,400 17. 080 

2.940 19,750 ii;,scio 

2.554 60.6 34,030 18,230 

Granite-Gneis!; Contact 'i5.0 2.792 23,420 15,880 

8 Pink Granite 8'i.O 2.548 

11 Fink Granite 

13 Pink Granite 

18 Banded Gneiss 

19 B;indecl GnP.iss 

20 Pin'<: Gr;in i tP 

Avg Gneiss ;ind Gneis5-Granite 
Cont:ict 

Avg ?ink Granite 

123.0 2.'l55 i;o.1 

138.0 2.583 

183.0 2.979 43.'l 

184.0 2.785 51.6 

198.o 2.~44 i;1.o 

2.859 47.lj 

2.i;57 ~o.5 

32,200 16,840 

31,140 18,460 

18,600 17,860 

7,300 17,910 

10 ,000 l'l,050 

2",000 18, l 'lO 

15,570 17, l "O 

28, 390 17,910 

The gneiss and irnei!'s-grani.te cont:ict speciMens failed predo'.iinantly 

along ~ands anc the crenite snecimcns failed in the familinr she;ir 

cones. 
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Moduli of deformation 

4. Representative specimens were selected for dynamic and static 

~oduli of deformation tests. The dynamic moduli we.re determined by the 

proposed AST.I method for determination of ultrasonic pulse velocities 

and elastic constants of roe~. The static moduli were computed from 

theory of elasticity by use of strain measurements taken from electrical 

resistance strain gages affixed to the specimens. Stress-strain curves 

are given in plates I, 2, and 3. Results are given below: 

Specimen 
No. 

3 
18 
20 

3 
18 
20 

~odulus, psi x 10 15 

Young's Bulk Shear 

9.li 
9.8 

10.4 

8.8 
IO. t; 
10.8 

Ii. 2 
li.O 
7.3 

4."i 
5.9 
"i.2 

Drnamic Tests 

3.9 
3.8 
4.3 

Static Tests 

3.7 
4.4 
4. 5 

She~r 
Velocity, fps 

9, 9155 
9,945 

10,965 

Poisson's 
Ratio 

0.24 
0.28 
0.21 

0.18 
0.20 
0.21 

The deformation properties of the three types of sp.ecimens tested, a 

gneiss (18), granite (20), and a gneiss-granite contact specimen (3), 

are not significantly different. 

Cone 1 us ions 

5. The core received for testing from hole BG-CR-32 was predominantly 

pink granite with some banded gneiss according to the core log. The pink 

granite is a rigid, dense, very competent rock. The banded gneiss is also 

very dense, but the unconfined compressive strength is significantly lower 
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th:m the ~ranitr' d11e to failure alonr, the bands. Typic11l properties 

are ~iven be1n'"'. 

Sprcil ic Gravity 
Sch'.'litlt r:o. 
Cor'lpress;v<' ''tn•nr;th, rsi 
Co!"!::iressi"n:il ',';ive 'lel•-·<'.i~y, fp; 
Youni:i:'s lfodulus, Psi x FJ· 

110 

Granite 

2.li57 
liO. 6 

28,390 
17 I 910 
lll. 'l 

Gneiss 

2.859 
47. Ii 

15,570 
17,lt;O 

10. 'i 
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APPENDIX H 

DATA REPORT 

Hole BG-CR-34 

11 .June 1969 

Hole Location: Mason County, Texa1 

Longitude: 99• 08' 22" West 

Latitude : 30 • 46 ' 43" North 

1. The following core was received on 3 .June 1969 for testing: 

Core Piece No. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
s 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 

Ducription 

Approximate Depth, ft 

33 
38 
48 
50 
58 
63 
67 
77 
89 
91-

108 
118 
119 
130 
138 
141 
144 
150 
158 
167 
177 
186 
194 
201 

Color 

Gray 
Gray to Pink 
Gray to Pink 

Pink 
Gray 

Darlt Gray 
Gray 
Gray 
Gray 
Gray-
Gray 

Gray to Pink 
Gray to Pink 
Gray to Pink 

Pink 
Gray 

Dark Gray 
Pink 
Pink 
Pink 
Pink 
Pink 
Gray 
Gray 

2. The 1ample1 received were predoainantly gray-and pink-colored 

rock identified a1 gnei11 by the field log received with the core. 

Piece No1. 6, 7, 16, 17, and 23 were identified aa breccia. All of 

the core was streaked and banded, mostly at high angles. Hairline 

fracturing and contact aurfaces were c011aon. 
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Quality and uniformity teats 

3. To determinP variations within the hole, specific gravity, 

Schmidt number, comprp~sive strength, and compressional wave velocity 

were determined on spec imP.ns prepared from representative samples as 

given below: 

Sample 
No. 

1 

3 

4 

6 

9 

11 

13' 

14 

ii 

19 

21 

23 

Description 

Grav 

Gray to Pin~ 

Pink 

nark Gray 

Gray 

Gray 

Gray to Pink 

Gray to Pink 

·oarlc·eray 

Pink 

Pink 

Gray 

Avp; al 1 core 

177 

194 

Sp Gt 

2.637 

2.64 3 

2. 6:l() 

2.5RO 

2.663 

2.698 

2.6'i2 

2.683 

2.5'39 

2.5QO 

2.645 

2 .647 

Schmidt 
No.* 

50. 2 

46.R 

30.3 

43.1 

48.3 

52 .1 

~1.4 

54.3 

43.6 

45.1 

14,61i0 

14, 370 

12,430 

... 
13,400 

10, 970 

13,600 

10,410 

13,140 

14,430 

14,430 

13, 140 

13, 180 

Comp W.ave 
Vel, fps 

18,440 

17 ,420 

16,600 

** 

15,790 

18, 980 

16,070 

16. 550 

l7 ,975 

18,045 

18,660 

18,360 

17,535 

* Schmidt hammer test not conducted on several specimens due to 
possibility of breakage. 

** Broke during Srhmidt hammer te.st. 

4. Due to th~ relative consistency of the compressive strength 

test~, all results were averaged. The one exception, sample No. 6, 

contained a chalky deposit on the surface which broke duri.ng the 

Schmidt ha111111er test. The unusually large variation in specific 
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gravltlea indicates a wide range in composition of the material. 

'nle predominant mode of failure of the compreaslve atrength specimens 

waa vertical splitting along the high-angle contact surfaces, hairline 

fractures, and streaka. The average compressive strength is somewhat 

lower than that of the better granite in the Bergstrom Area, but ls 

typical of a gneissic material. 

Moduli of deformation 

s. Representative specimens were selected for dynamic and static 

moduli of deformation tests. The dynamic moduli were determined by 

the propoaed ASTM method for determination of ultrasonic pulse velocltlea 

and elastic constants of rock. 'nle static aoduli were computed from 

theory of elasticity by use of strain measurements taken from electrical 

reaistance strain gages affixed to the specimens, Nos. 3, 11, and 21. 

Streaa-atraia curves are given in plates 1, 2, and 3. Specimen• 3 and 

21 were cycled at 10,000 psi. Results are given below. 

Specimen 
No. 

3 
11 
21 

3 
11 
21 

Modulus, psi x 106 

Young's Bulk Shear 

8.1 
9.9 
8.9 

7.5 
9.7 
7.8 

nynamic Testa 

6.7 3.1 
8.0 3.9 
7.6 3.4 

Static Teats 

4.3 3.1 
6,S 3.9 
6.2 3.0 

Shear 
Velocity, fps 

9,340 
10' 250 
9,860 

Poisson's 
Ratio 

0.30 
0.29 
0.31 

0.21 
0.25 
0.29 

Agreement between the test methods is rather good considering the 

foliated nature of the rock. 
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Cone l us ions 

6. The corp received for testing from hole BG-CR-34 was 

identified as gneiss by the field log received with the core. All 

of the core was gray or pink colored; many pieces were pink and gray 

banderl. There were large differences in the specific gravity deter-· 

minations, but the strength results were very consistent. Compressive 

strength failure was predominantly Along the bands and contart surfaces. 

Avera~e results are ~iven helow. 

Property 

Specific Gravity 
Srhmidt Nn. 
Compressive Strength, psi 
Compressional Wave Velociiy, fps 
Young's Modulus, psi x IO 
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Results 

2.647 
45 

13, 180 
17,535 
8.5 
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APPENDlX I 

DATA REPORT 

Hole BG-CR-39 

29 May 1969 

ll<> i e Loe at ion: Llano County, Texas 

Longitude: 98• 53' 30" West 

L;ititu,Je: 30• 32' 35" North 

Core 

l. ThP. follt.t~ing er.re was received on 25 !ay 19~9 for testing: 

Anproximate 
Corf' Piece No. Depth, ft 

22 
2 32 
3 42 
4 52 
5 r; l 
r, <;4 
7 75 
g 82 
9 '.)! 

10 9') 

11 109 
12 112 
1.1 118 
14 124 
15 138 
l 'i 145 
17 147 
19 153 
19 1"2 
20 172 
21 175 
22 177 
23 l '37 
24 195 

Description 

2. The saMr·les received 1.;ere all pin!·;. to rose-colored rocK: identi-

fied as hornblende biotite granite porohry by the field log received with 

the core. The only obvious differences in the samples r-eceived Wf're the 

shade of colori~· And the extent of high-;in~le sealed fracturing, both of 

which varied in no definite pattern throughout the depth sampled. 
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Quality and uniformity tests 

3. To dP.t~r!'line variations within the hole, specific gravity, 

Schi~idt number, conpressive strength, and cornnressional wave velocity 

were deter!'li.ned on specitiens oreparP.d from re;:iresentative samnl es as 

Sanrylc nascri~tion* of Core SchfTlidt Comp Cotnp \.Jave 
No. Co:n_n~~_i_:'e Bi:!al:s Depth 8L£.r No. Strg, ~..!:. Vel, fps 

2 Vertical Split 32 2,li48 4'i 18,400 18,250 

6 On Jointed Surface 'i4 2.'i30 37 4,SOO 15,090 

10 W~rticii l Spli.t 99 2.651 14,200 19,0'iO 

15 Vertic::il Slllit 138 2.540 12. 110 13,080 

17 Vertical Split 147 2.545 38 13,970 17,320 

21 Vertical Split 175 2.'i46 15,500 19,850 

24 Conical 198 2.644 "iO 24,690 18,010 

Avg Jointed Surface (1) 2.'i30 37 4,800 15,090 

Avg Vertical Srlittin~ (5) 2 ,'i41l 42 15,050 17,510 

Avg Conical (1) 2.'i44 liO 24,'i90 18,010 

* All of the core "ns described as hornblende biotite ~ranite porphry. 

The predornin::int ~ode of failure was obviously the vertical splitting 

failure which was probably induced by the high-angle vertical fracture 

pattern Drevalent in most of the core. The fractures were apparently 

sealw.i but ;nany contained a dark filler material, possibly clay. 
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~loduli of deform<1tion 

4, Representative specimens were selected for dynamic and static 

moduli of deforn~tion tests. The dynamic noduli were determined by the 

proposed ASTll method for determination of ultrasonic pulse velocities 

and elastic constants of rock. The static moduli were computed fron 

theory of elasticity by use of strain measurements taken from electrical 

resistance strain gages affixed to the specimens. Stress-strain curves 

are given in plates 1, 2, and 3. Specimens 18 and 24 were cycled at 

10,000 psi. Results are giv~n below: 

Specinen 
No. 

') 

15 
24 

'i 

15 
24 

!!odulus, psi x 105 

Youn~'s Bulk Shear 

'i.'i 
5.3 

10.4 

3.5 
6. 5 

11. 0 

Dynamic Tests 

4.5 
3.2 
5.7 

2.3 
2.7 
9.2 

2, 6 

2.2 
4.4 

1.4 
3.0 
4.2 

Shear 
Velocity, fps 

8,555 
7,805 

11,090 

Poisson's 
Ratio 

0.25 
0.22 
0.20 

0.25 
0. 10 
0.30 

Agreement between the two methods, static and dynamic, is fairly good 

except for specinen 5 in which a high-angle healed fracture apparently 

induced failure At a very low stress, 4800 psi. The relatively low 

Poisson's ratio obtained on the static test of specinen No. 15, also 

possibly due to the fracturing, resulted in erratic bulk and shear 

moduli determinations. 
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Conclusions 

5. The core received for testing from hole BG-CR-39 was identified 

as hornblende biotite granite porphry on the core log. The core varied 

in color (pink to red) and degree of healed vertical fracturing through-

out the depth sar1pled. ThP. hiii:h-angle fractures apparently induced 

failure in the comoressive tests in a vertical splitting mode. Where 

the fracture actually resulted in a clean break on a joint, the strength 

was very low, and where the fracturing apparently did not influence the 

results and a conical break occurred, a relatively high strength was 

obtained. Tynical properties are given below: 

Failure 
On a Jointed By Vertical Conical 

Pro~crt;i:: Surface Splitting Break 

Specific Gravity 2.530 2.645 2.544 
Schmidt No. 37 42 50 
Compressive Strength, psi 4,800 15,050 24,690 
Compressional wave V~loci~y, fps 15,090 17,510 18,010 
Young's Modulus, _psi :< _LQ -3~5 5.5 11.0 
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material were present: poor, marginal, good, and excellent quality rock. Although 
the better quality rock is predominant, the poorer quality rock is scattered through-
out the upper elevation, and one may expect to remove up to 50 feet of material in 
some areas before competent rock is reached. The wide area represented by the drill 
holes and the complex nature of the material preclude assessment of the area on a 
hole-to-hole basis. In general, however, the Bergstrom area appears to be one of com-
plex geologic nature, but one yielding sufficiently competent physical test results 
to merit further study as a competent hard rock medium. 
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